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CHAPTER I

Introduction

person by his oral language.

Deviation from standard English may adversely influence the

hearer's evaluation of a person and the speaker may be con

sidered intellectually and socially inferior solely on the

basis of his nonstandard English. The inability to speak,

and write standard English is possibly one of theread,

major stumbling blocks for a person who seeks upward

mobility in vocational,

In the United States there are many varieties of

standard American English which reflect historical,

Just as theresocial, and literary differences.regional,

is no single style, or variety, of language used by those

who claim to be users of standard English, there is no

single style used by those who speak nonstandard English.

great deal of research has been done in recent years toA

discover and describe the systems of nonstandard English,

1

educational, and social levels.

Society often judges a
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especially the dialects of Negroes in America. At the

there has been no clear description

or definition of these dialects and most studies investi

gating the nonstandard dialects have dealt with the dif

ferences between them and standard English.

By the time a child enters the first grade, he has

acquired an adequate control of the basic structures of

some language system, either standard or nonstandard. Many

of these children, however, have acquired social class

dialects which are variations from standard English and

which are usually spoken by poorly educated or culturally

Even though some of these dialectsdifferent Americans.

they are "suffi-are very similar to standard English,

ciently different from it in critical ways that we need to

consider special methods for developing the language skills

The differences in561]of this group [Bailey, 1968, p.

standard structure and usage also cause communication

problems as well as problems in social and personal rela-

If teachers realize that human worth is nottionship.

will be able to assist him in acquiringmore likely

present time, however,

determined by the language or dialect a child uses, they
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standard English without

dialect.

Everyone speaks some form of

in making comparisons between dialects, the language dif

ferences between the groups often are cited in terms of

condemnation of one of the groups instead of systematic

Oftenunderstanding of differences between the groups.

the distinction between language differences and value

judgments concerning these differences is not made.

Teachers of children who speak in nonstandard dialects

should realize that each social dialect has a structure

which is adequate for its users.

Children need to perfect or acquire the 
prestige dialect—not because standard English 
is correct or superior in itself but because 
society, exacts severe penalties from those who 
do not speak it. Unless they can learn to use 
standard English, many pupils will be denied 
access to economic opportunities or entrance to 
social groups. The leaders of most communities 
are sensitive to departures from the informal 
English, the standard, accepted language of 
their communities. Whether we like it or not, 
children who speak a social class dialect need 
the opportunity to learn standard usage if they 
are ever to be free to choose whether or not 
they will use it [Loban, 1968, p. 593].

making him ashamed of his own

a class dialect, and,
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Concerning the Negro speakers in northern Florida which

"Far from

being non-verbal, they are, as the linguist might expect,

beautifully creative and imaginative in their use of

language [p. 602]." Certain features of their pronuncia-

sidered indices of social stratification, should become the

focus of the teachers’ attention.

desirable to attempt to destroy a nonstandard or lower

class social dialect for the child may need it in certain

social situations.

it a new social dialect, standard English, which will be

Several major dialects are spoken in the United

Many dialectologists maintain thatStates.

. . the major English dialects are geographical 
and that within a geographical area the sub- 
dislects are stratified, according to socio
economic level (Durath, 1959; Malmstrom and

To the teacher their speech may seem careless, 
inconsistent, or awkward. But, in fact, the 
children are being careful, consistent, and 
graceful within the only dialect they know 
[Shuy, 1968, p. 569].

tion, grammar, and vocabulary, all of which can be con-

In most cases, it is not

Houston (1969) studied in her research, she said,

Instead, it is usually best to add to

useful for getting ahead in the world (Shuy, 1968, p. 568).
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Many important studies have been made of children's

language and its development.

of children's language have identified socioeconomic

In the present investiga-

of socioeconomic status and intelligence of the groups.

This permits a study to be made of the differences and

similarities between groups which are selected on the basis

of race and sex.

Although it is generally recognized that children

from lower socioeconomic backgrounds in the southern region

of the United States speak dialects which differ from

standard English, very few studies dealing with their lan

guage development and syntactic maturity have been made.

In recent years, increasing numbers of studies of Negro

dialects have been made, some of these involving the

southern Negro speech.

language proficiency [p. 3]."

Few studies, however, have been

Ashley, 1963; Brooks, 1935) with the qualifica
tion that the southern Negro's speech may be 
more old fashioned than that of the southern 
white [Pope, p. 3].

tion, an attempt has been made to hold constant the factors

Loban (1963) said, "Studies

status, sex, race, and intelligence as factors influencing
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made of the language of southern white children from lower
socioeconomic levels. Many linguists have pointed out that

basis for the most effective teaching of standard English

This study attempted to investi

gate the similarities and differences among groups of

children from low socioeconomic levels when the groups

Statement of the Purpose and Problem

Purpose

The purpose of this investigation was to study the

syntax and language usage of oral language samples obtained

from third grade Negro and white children from lower socio-

The speech sampleeconomic groups of Tuscaloosa, Alabama.

of each child was analyzed in terms of the following

(1) quantitative measures of syntactic maturity,measures:

sequential patterns of T-units and their frequency,(2)

(4) use of garbles, andcomplexity within T-units,(3)

and frequency of variations from standard English.(5) use

[Wolfram, 1970, p. 184]."

were based on race and sex.

An understanding of systematic differences between non

standard dialects and standard English must serve as a
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Such a study should be helpful to educators in

determining whether or not teachers in racially integrated

classrooms of children from lower socioeconomic neighbor

hoods are working with similar or entirely different groups

of children in terms of their syntactic development and

language usage. The results of such a study should also

have implications for teachers in developing language pro

grams in recently integrated schools. It should help

teachers to understand better the structural differences

in nonstandard dialects if such exist.

Problem

The problem was to determine if there are

statistically significant similarities or differences

between groups of Negro and white children from lower

socioeconomic groups in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, in syntactic

In order to determine this,development and language usage.

Are there statistically significant differences1.

children from lower socioeconomic groupsNegro

or similarities among groupings of white and

answers were sought to the following questions:
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in the following quantitative measures of

syntactic maturity?

A. Mean T-unit length

B. Mean clause length

C. Ratio of clauses to T-units

D. Mean number of T-units over nine words in

length

2. Are there statistically significant differences

or similarities among various groupings of

white and Negro children from lower socioeco

nomic groups in the frequency with which they

use the four most popular T-unit patterns?

These patterns are:

Subject—verbA.

Subject—linking verb—linking verbB.

complement

Subject—verb—objectC.

Subject—verb—indirect object—directD.

object

Are there statistically significant differences3.

or similarities among various groupings of white
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and Negro children from lower socioeconomic

groups in the complexity within T-unit patterns

as measured by the following structures?

A. Subordinate Clauses

1) Noun clauses

2) Adjective clauses

3) Adverbial clauses

B. Nonclausal Structures

1) Nominal structures

2) Main verbs

3) Adverbials

Coordinated Elements within T-unitsC.

Are there statistically significant differences4.

similarities among various groupings ofor

white and Negro children from lower socioeco

nomic groups in their use of garbles?

Number of sentences containing garblesA.

Number of garblesB.

Number of words in garblesC.

there statistically significant differences5. Are

similarities among various groupings ofor
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white and Negro children from lower socioeco

nomic groups in their use of variations from

standard English and in the frequency of their

occurrence?

A. Variations affecting

1) Verbs

2) Pronouns

3) Prepositions

4) Adjectives

5) Nouns

Variations affecting verbs onlyB.

1) Lack of subject-verb agreement

(excluding all forms of the verb to be)

Lack of subject-verb agreement when2)

using the verb to be

Omission of auxiliary verbs3)

Nonstandard use of verb forms4)

Inconsistency in the use of tense5)

Delimitations

Within a study of this type, generally, two types
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of limitations are present. There are those which the

investigator purposely imposes, and there are uncon
trollable factors or inadequacies in the study which may

have an influence on the outcome. The following are

recognized as such limitations:

1. The population in this investigation was pur

posely limited to third grade children from

lower socioeconomic levels in Tuscaloosa,

Alabama.

The child's socioeconomic level was determined2.

by the child's participation in the city's free

lunch program, requirements of which are based

on the family's annual income and the number

of children in school.

The population was selected from twelve of the3.

fifteen elementary schools in the Tuscaloosa

One of the schools notCity School system.

all white school, and the other one did not

have any third grade children in the free lunch

program.

selected was an all Negro school, one was an
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4. This study dealt only with oral language.

5. Even though Anastasi and D'Angelo (1952)

reported that the type neighborhood affected

the findings of their investigation, it was

not determined if the subjects in this study

racially integrated neighborhoods.

6. Several important studies have reported that

only children are superior in language develop

ment to children with siblings; in this study,

ject's home was not considered as a variable.

The language the children used in the interview7.

situation with an outside researcher may have

been different from that which they used with

Sometimes this language wastheir peers.

limited in form and content and may not have

been a true picture of the child's fluency or

language maturity.

The presence of a white adult interviewer, who8.

spoke a different dialect of the language, may

lived in racially segregated neighborhoods or

however, the number of children in each sub-
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have affected the responses of the Negro

children more than those of the white children.
9.

more of the following conditions: (1) usually

the interview took place in an unfamiliar room;

(2) the interviewer

the children were unfamiliar with a tape

recorder; (4) the physical or emotional con

dition of some of the children may have influ

enced their responses.

10. Human error on the part of the investigator

must be considered in the transcribing,

segmenting, and analyzing of the data.

The data were collected in an interview11.

Many studies have shown thatsituation.

children tend to use longer sentences when

alone with an adult than when engaged in con

versation with other children (McCarthy, 1954,

544) .P-
The first ten sentences of the interview were12.

used for the raw data in this investigation

was a stranger; (3) some of

Children may have been influenced by one or
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(1930) data showed that
the first ten responses were slightly shorter
on the average than later groups of ten

(McCarthy, 1954, p. 545).

Definitions

1. Clause: A clause is a structure which contains

a subject or coordinated subjects and a finite

verb phrase or coordinated verbs or phrases

2. Garbles: Garbles are syntactically irrelevant

redundant subjects, word tangles, and uncom

municative repetitions (O'Donnell, 1967,

p. 33)

A T-unit is "One main clause expandedT-unit:3.

at any one of many different points by struc

tures that are modifiers or complements or sub

stitutes for words in the main clause [Hunt,

1965, P-
The mean clause length isMean clause length:4.

141]

elements such as audible pauses, false starts,

(Hunt, 1968, p. 49).

even though McCarthy's
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the total number of words divided by the total
number of clauses.

5. Rati° of Clauses to T-units: This ratio is the

number of all clauses (both subordinate and

main) divided by the number of T-units.

6. Syntactic Maturity: Syntactic maturity was

based on elements determined by Hunt to be

of syntactic maturity (discussed inmeasures

Chapter III).

7. Standard English: Fries' (1940) definition of

standard English was used in this study:

This refers to the established8. Language usage:

It includesoral language habits of the child.

the constructions of the language and does not

include vocabulary or pronunciation.

A set of language habits in which the major 
matters of the political, social, economic, 
educational, religious life of this country 
was carried on . . . it is "standard" solely 
because it is the particular type of English 
used in the conduct of the important affairs 
of our people. It is also the type of English 
used by the socially acceptable of most of our 
communities, and insofar as that is true it 
has become social or class dialect in the 
United States [p. 13].
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9. Nominal: Nominal is used to designate any of

the structures which function as the subject of

direct object, a predicate nominal,

object of a preposition. A noun plus its

adj.oining modifiers is a nominal.

10. Modifiers of Nominals: Modifiers of nominals

in this study included:

prepositional phrases, numbers, participles,

demonstrative adjectives, subordinate clauses,

and infinitive phrases.

Main Verbs:11. The term

investigation is used to include all finite

forms of verbs and to exclude auxiliary uses

of verbs.

as used inThe term "adverbials"Adverbials:12.

this study includes prepositional phrases and

Such adverbssingle words used as adverbs.

investigated.

Coordinated elementsCoordinated Elements:13.

or an

"main verb" in this

adjectives, genitives,

a verb, a

indicating place, time, and manner were
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objects, and objects of

Cattell's Pattern Similarity Index and Analysis of

Variance tests were used for the statistical analysis of

the data.

a preposition.

included coordinated subjects, verbs, direct
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Review of Literature

The purpose of this investigation was to study the

syntax and language usage of speech samples of third grade

Negro and white children from lower socioeconomic groups of

differences among various groupings based on sex and race

Research related to the investi

gation will be discussed under four major categories:

Language Development, General Indexes of Language Develop

ment, Factors Affecting Language Development, and Studies

of Syntactic Development.

Children's Language Development

History of Language Studies

Children's language development has been observed

and studied since ancient times and volumes of literature

concerning the subject have been written. The early

18

of members of the groups.

Tuscaloosa, Alabama, and to ascertain the similarities and
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studies of language development consisted generally of
casual observations of isolated These observationscases.

were reported in early biographical literature and typi

cally dealt with vocabulary acquisition from the child's

utterance of the first word until the age of four or five.

This great amount of observational material had little

scientific merit, however, due to lack of standardization

of methods. The observations usually were made of indi

vidual children who were either gifted or retarded in their

language development. Records were not kept under con-

parents' reports which were not always reliable (McCarthy,

During the 1890's studies of language1954, p. 494) .

development played an important part in the child study

increasingly interesting, not only to linguists and educa

tors but also to psychologists, philosophers, anthro

pologists, and others.

observe the functions language performs in a child sto

early biographical studies classified the child'slife, the

movement, and, in more recent years, it has become

In an attempt to understand why a child talks and

trolled conditions and most of the studies depended on
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responses in accordance with formal classifications of

Even though many of the concepts

of modern linguistics were known and were used sometimes
in investigations of the speech of very young children,

they rarely were applied in studies of older children's

language before 1960. Many studies before 1960 were con

cerned with the types of classification and analysis of

traditional school grammar which included vocabulary

analysis; sentence length; length of total response; dis

tribution of simple, complex, compound, and incomplete

sentences; frequencies of declarative, interrogative,

imperative, and exclamatory sentences; various kinds of

parisons involving the different parts of speech; and

cataloging what was considered to be errors in morphology

1967, p. 3).and syntax (O'Donnell,

An important exception to the practice of using

traditional categories for classifying children's responses

A great deal of controversy and research wasof the Child.

stimulated by his new functional approach to the study of

subordinate clauses and their ratios to main clauses; com-

conventional grammar.

was introduced by Piaget (1926) in The Language and Thought
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children s language in which he investigated the relation
ship between the child's language and his thought processes.
He identified the two

egocentric speech and socialized Piaget said thatspeech.

the very young child's speech tended to be egocentric and

it did not become socialized until he reached seven or eight

years of age. Later investigators who have tried to follow

Piaget's rules of analysis have found varying results and

have stated differing opinions concerning his findings.

Inadequacies of the traditional grammatical

categories for analyzing children’s language responses were

often recognized by the early investigators. Some

researchers gave detailed explanations concerning what they

considered to be a sentence; but this did not eliminate

More refined prosubjectivity and arbitrary decisions.

cedures in the description of children's language develop

ment were needed.

According to MacGinitie (1969) the first major

break with the use of traditional school grammar in the

study of children's language development came when many

(1952) form classes for theresearchers adopted Fries'

major types of children's speech as
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classification of words the basis of their grammaticalon
functions. Fries' classification is still used often, but

it became apparent that an even more detailed functional

classification system was needed, especially for verbs

(MacGinitie, p. 698).

The branch of linguistics with which Fries has

been identified was called structural linguistics. Fries 1

book, The Structure of English (1952), and An Outline of

English Structure (1951) by Trager and Smith, furnish the

elements upon which much of the work in structural lin

guistics has been based. Structural linguists generally

Herndon (1970)divide their analysis into three levels.

described these levels as:

Phonology, the first level, consists of a relatively small

number of meaningless sound units which are called

the smallest sound units of a lan-Phonemes arephonemes.
dialect and do not occur singly but combine intoguage or

Morphemes are thepatterns which are called morphemes.

. . . phonology, the sound system; morphology, 
the system of meaningful grammatical units or 
combinations of sound; and syntax, the system 
of combining morphological units into larger 
structures [p. 21].
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smallest structural units of English which carry meaning
and include word bases,

derivational prefixes and suffixes. The way in which
morphemes and larger units are arranged in sentences is
known as syntax. These patterns of syntax are recognized

system which is made up of stress, pitch, and juncture

(Lefevre, 1970).

MacGinitie (1969) said that the transformational

grammar of Chomsky has had the greatest impact on research

in language development. Transformational grammar suggests

hypotheses concerning what the child is learning when he

studies grammar and concerning the sequence in which some

The goal ofof these learnings take place (p. 687).

scholars who have been engaged in working out the theory

of transformational grammar has been to

Lefevre (1970) described

having three interdependent subdivisions:

. . . formulate the most economical and coherent 
system of explicit rules adequate to charac
terize all the grammatically well—formed 
tences possible in a 
[O'Donnell, 1967, p.

sen
particular language
15] .

a transformational grammar as

grammatical inflections, and

first, the

as units in oral language through the use of an intonation
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phrase structure rules

sentences; second, the transformational rules are used for

producing transformations of basic sentences; third, the

phonological rules are used to show the spoken and written

forms of sentences (p. 316). Chomsky, however, has had many

critics; Herndon (1970) mentioned several criticisms of the

He further commented,

Concerning recent studies of children's language

Most

investigators in the last decade have applied systems of

analysis using structural and transformational linguistics

rather than the traditional categories of language

classification.

A more serious charge is brought by those 
who contend that the generative grammarians 
may, in their quest for a complete description 
of the language, become rigidly prescriptive 
in their rule-making and describe a grammatical 
system that does not allow for the great 
variety of dialects in the English language or 
for the gradually changing nature of a living 
language [p. 23].

generative-transformational grammar.

are used for generating basic

no study of the subject reported since 1960 has confined

its analysis to the traditional categories [p. 4]."

development, O'Donnell (1967) said, "It is noteworthy that
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Children's Acquisition of Language

The grammar of

though linguists have not been able to describe fully its

complexity, children master it.

developed a renewed interest in children's acquisition of

this complex system. It was realized that one could gain

valuable insights into a child's personality adjustment and

the contents of his mental life through the study of his

language (MacCarthy, 1954, p. 492).

Interest and research in language development was

stimulated again in the early 1950's by the influence of

linguistics and the increased realization of the importance

of language in a child's educational growth (MacGinitie,

it was believed, couldThis information,1969, p. 690).

be used profitably by educators in curriculum development.

Increased interest in children's language development was

stimulated also by many psychologists increasingly recog

nizing that some of the fundamental problems of behavior

1960,acquisition and understanding of language (Carroll,

p. 744).

Around 1924, there

a language is complex and even

may be understood better through a study of the child's
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Children's acquisition of language has been

recognized as one of their most complicated intellectual
achievements. When children first begin to use words at

the age of about ten to twelve months, they show no evi

dence of a systematic grammar and a year may pass before

they form their first two-word sentence. The period from

about twelve to eighteen months is that of the one-word

things (Carroll, 1960, p. 748). A basic mastery of the

spoken language, however, normally occurs during the pre

school years and most observers agree that by the age of

four, most children have mastered the fundamental struc

tural features of their language as well as many of the

Their phonological system closely approximatesdetails.

that of their models and most of the major deviations

usually are corrected by the time the child enters school.

After this basic acquisition of grammar there follows a

period of consolidation and overlearning until the gram-

John Carroll (1960) stated,pp. 116-125).

sentence, when one word can stand for many different

matical habits become automatic (Ervin & Miller, 1963,
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Lefevre (1970) expressed a different view of a

child's language development,

He said that even though

acquired the basic principles and operations of his lan-

he is still a child who thinks and talks like aguage,

child regardless of how well-formed his sentences may or

He stated further that it is important formay not be.

educators to realize that

Language Learning Theories

The major current issue in theoriesguage learning exists.

The normal six-year-old has a very long way to 
go before he will have developed, even to 
minimal levels, all the arts and skills that 
English instruction is committed to try to 
teach [p. 44].

The acquisition of language is a life-long 
developmental task, beginning with the birth 
cry and continuing steadily during the slow 
maturing of the whole personality [p. 43].

A considerable range in opinions concerning lan-

After the age of six there is relatively little 
in the grammar or syntax of the language that 
the average child needs to learn, except to 
achieve a school-imposed standard of speech or 
wr;*-ting to which he may not be accustomed in 
his home environment [p. 748] .

a normal six-year-old child has
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conceptualized by learning theorists such as Skinner and

conceptualized by generative

Chomsky (MacGinitie, 1969, p. 690).

The current question seems to be whether the emphasis in

language acquisition should be on rules or upon stimulus

response and mediated stimulus-response associations.

Skinner (1957) along with other learning theorists

has stated that verbal behavior is II behavior reinforced

through the mediation of other persons [p. 14]" and that

it should not be considered as having an independent

Skinnerexistence apart from other behavior of the speaker.

said,

Chomsky (1965) expressed

bility that the human infant has learning mechanisms par

ticularly suited for language learning and said,

In short, 
capacity,

A child acquires verbal behavior when relatively 
unpatterned vocalizations, selectively rein
forced, gradually assume forms which produce 
appropriate consequences in a given verbal 
community [p. 31].

then, man has a species specific 
a unique type of intellectual

a belief in the possi-

grammarians such as

of language learning is between language behavior as

language competence as
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Lenneberg (1967) wrote concerning the possible

biological tendencies that humans may have for the learning

of language; he said,

Currently, the viewpoint of the generative gram

marian seems to be dominant in the study of language

Chomsky (1957) stressed the distinctionacquisition.

between language performance and language competence.

Competence refers to "the actual use of language in con-

Griffin (1968)4] ."1965, p.crete situations [Chomsky,

also commented on the difference between competence and

performance:

Thus, no features that are characteristic of 
only certain natural languages, either particu
lars of syntax, or phonology, or semantics, are 
assumed here to be innate. However, there are 
many reasons to believe that the processes by 
which the realized, outer structure of a natural 
language comes about are deeply-rooted, species
specific, innate properties of man's biological 
nature [p. 394] .

organization which cannot be attributed to 
peripheral organs or related to general intel- 
ligence and which manifests itself in what we 
may refer to as the "creative aspect" of 
ordinary language use--its property being both 
unbounded in scope and stimulus-free [p. 4] .

Performance is always affected by factors such 
as memory span, distraction, notions of what
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The emphasis on competence draws attention to the

linguist's description of a system which will generate the

grammatical sentences of the language and provide a theory

about the speaker.

Language Functions

The word "language" has a wide variety of defini-

Various language theories have placed emphasis ontions.

different aspects of this exceedingly complex process.

Lefevre (1970) said,

physical and emotional 
Competence refers to what the language 

which is probably never the same

From this outlook, the important consideration 
is not the actual sentences that the speaker 
uses but the rules that he follows and, in 
general, his intuitive understanding of the 
language. This, roughly, is the distinction 
between performance and competence that is 
currently receiving interest [MacGinitie, 1969, 
p. 695] .

is expected, judgment of what is acceptable, 
and the individual's 
state.
user can do,
as what he does do [p. 24],

Linguistics, narrowly defined, can describe 
language as a hierarchial structural system of 
interrelated parts, or constituents—language 
as a code. Psychology, via learning theory, 
can describe language as a system of habits 
relating symbols to behavior; and via
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Joseph Vendryes (1925), the French psychologist,

emphasized the symbolic value of language. He defined

system of signs:a

understand all those symbols capable of serving

of communication between men [p. 7] ." He pointed out that

giving to a sign

guage of man from that of animals. These symbols enable

man to think and to communicate with others of different

times and places.

socially institutionalized sign system [p. 17]."

Man uses language to communicate with himself and

Both of these functions areto communicate with others.

Carroll (1964) said,important in education.

models, 
as a means of trans- 
by both speech and

information theory and communication 
can describe language 
mitting "information" 
writing [p. 60].

We can think of language as serving two major 
functions: (1) as a system of responses by 
which individuals communicate with each other 
(inter-individual communication); and (2) as a 
system of responses that facilitates thinking 
and action for the individual (intra-individual 
communication) [p. 4].

a symbolic value distinguishes the lan-

language generally as

as a means

"By signs, we

Carroll (1964) defined language as "a
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Pilsbury and Meader (1928), in The Psychology of

Language, emphasized the communication of thought as the

"We may begin with the

statement that language is a means or instrument for the

communication of thought, including ideas and emotions

[p. 4]."

different processes although they were intimately related

and to a large degree interdependent. Edward Sapir (1921)

expressed similar beliefs concerning the relationship

between thought and language. He believed that a close

interaction between the two existed and that language was

"The instrumentthe instrument which produced thought:

makes possible the product, the product refines the

instrument [p. 17]."

John Dewey (1926) also emphasized the function of

"It is communication: thecommunication in language,

establishment of cooperation in

activity of each is modified and regulated by partnership

He stated later that by a language is meant[p. 179]."
involving also the idea that"the expression of thoughts,

primary function of language:

They believed that thought and language were

an activity in which the
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the expression is with the conscious purpose of sharing

The Soviet psychologist, Vygotsky (1934), made

thought. Concerning the relationship between words and

"Vygotsky has had profound influence on the developmental

study of the relationship between language and thought

689]."

Language functions in many other ways in the lives

One of the most obvious functions of language,of people.

is the fact that it has at leastespecially for a child,

and sometimes more, for nearly everythingone name,
This function of

language is the basis for most of the things that language

The role of language in mental life andis able to do.
Theself-direction is less visible, but also important.

The relation between thought and word is a 
living process; thought is born through words. 
A word devoid of thought is a dead thing, and 
a thought unembodied in words remains a 
shadow [p. 153].

our experience with others [Dewey,

thought, he wrote,

1967, p. 307]."

including objects, actions, and ideas.

distinctions among vocalized speech, inner speech, and

[MacGinitie, 1969, p.
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problem solving activities is essential.

General Indexes of Language Development

the general language maturity level of children. A wide

variety of measures of language development have been used.

In 1954, McCarthy reported that probably vocabulary and

sentence length were the measures which had been employed

She felt that comparatively little had beenmost often.

done to "determine the relative importance of the various

to arrive at any

single index of development in this tremendously complex

function [p. 574]."

important studies which have attempted to achieve these

Nice (1925) was the first to suggest the measure of

sentence

aspects of linguistic development or

Investigators long have realized the need for an

purposes have been made.

Sentence, Clause, T-unit, and 
Communication Unit Length

use of verbal symbols in development of concepts and

Since that time, however, many

length and McCarthy (1954) said no other measure

index which would provide a reasonable, simple estimate of
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mean length of sentence for
a reliable, easily determined, objective, quantitative,
and easily understood measure of linguistic maturity
[pp. 550-551]." In her comprehensive review of language

development investigations, McCarthy reviewed fourteen

studies and compared the results regarding mean sentence

length in oral language.

then, sentence length is a measure which continues to show

increase in normal children until maturity [p. 550]."

Heider and Heider (1940) also reported in tneir investiga

tion of deaf and hearing children's written language that

The Heiders

referred to nine other studies of developmental differences

"Thus we see thatin language acquisition and concluded,

all the studies show a consistent relationship between age

54] ." Sentence length, however,and length of sentence [p.

reliable and objective index byhas been criticized as a

many investigators "in view of its sensitivity to the type

the subjectivity ofof situation, examiner-child rapport,

sentence division, and other factors [Carroll, 1960,

critics have expressed the opinion that asOther748] ."P.

mean sentence length increased with age.

"seems to have superseded the

She concluded that, "Apparently,
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a child matures he often uses transformations which combine
thoughts of several simple sentences into a more complex

very often speak in

rather long sentences which are composed of simple coordi

nated clauses (MacGinitie, 1969, p. 694).

LaBrant (1933) did not feel that sentence length

good indicator of language maturity so she used mean

length of clauses She did not find,

in compositions of children in Grades Four through Twelve.

Because of such expressed limitations in using

either mean sentence or clause length as an index of lan

guage maturity, recent investigators have sought other

conference of scholars inmeasures.

structural linguistics, made possible by the United States

Office of Education, was held at Indiana University for

scheme of analysis

which would be a uniform system to be used in the investi

gations made by Strickland (1962) and Loban (1963). The

to be the "phonological unit" whichunit for analysis was

Strickland defined as:

as her unit of study.

was a

the purpose of refining and validating a

however, a significant difference in the mean clause length

In October, 1959, a

one, and also that small children
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Loban was also dissatisfied with the phonological unit and,

in addition to using it, further segmented his samples into

smaller units called "communication units" on which he

Loban defined his communica-based most of his findings.

tion unit as the grammatical independent clause with any

He found that during the first sevenof its modifiers.

the subjects spoke more words in eachyears of school,

succeeding year of measurement and they increased the

number of communication units and the average number of

82) .words spoken in each of those communication units (p.

(1965) also felt that the sentence or clauseHunt

unit of study was inadequate and he adopted the tech

nique of dividing children's written compositions into

"T-units." as consisting of one

as a

a unit of speech ending with a distinct falling 
intonation which signals a terminal point. A 
phonological unit may contain one or several 
meaningful communication units . . . [p. 16].

Strickland found, however, that:

The lengths of the phonological units used by 
children varied more within a grade than from 
grade to grade. . . . Length of phonological 
unit appeared in this study to be unsatisfac
tory as a measure of the maturity of language 
[p. 60] .

He described these units
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independent clause and any subordinate clause attached to

This unit is similarit. to the one which Loban (1963)
used and called the Hunt found that

tied closely to maturity and that the

O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris (1967), using

transformational grammar as a guide, analyzed language

samples obtained from 180 white middle class children in

six grade groups in Murfreesboro, Tennessee. The T-unit

was used as the unit of study. This team found an increase

from grade to grade in mean length of T-units in both oral

and written language.

Structure Item Arrangement

The variety of sentence patterns, sometimes called

structure item arrangements, has been used as an index of

Riling (1965) analyzed the speechlanguage development.

and writing of Negro and white fourth grade children and

She found an increase in thewhite sixth grade children.
used from the fourth to thenumber of sentence patterns

and the increasesixth grades in both speech and writing,

T-unit length was
"communication unit."

mean T-unit length increased with age.
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was greater in the written samples. Riling found, however,
that even by Grade Four the chief structures of the English

language are used by children in narration in a way that is

proportionately close to that of adults who write non-

fiction for books, newspapers, and magazines (p. 183).

Strickland (1962) studied the speech of children in Grades

One through Six and found that sixth grade children used a

greater variety of structure item arrangements. Of the

twenty-five highest ranking patterns of the sixth graders,

ten were not used by the first grade children. In contrast

to this, Menyuk (1963), using techniques of analysis sug

gested by transformational grammar, studied sentence struc

ture in the language of kindergarten and first grade

children who were of above average IQ and from upper

She found that "all the basic struc-middle class homes.

tures used by adults to generate their sentences were

found in the grammar of the nursery school group

[pp. 419-420] . "
(1954) reviewed and compared studies ofMcCarthy
and various grammatical forms which weresentence structure

She concluded that usually theused in children's speech.
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percentage of simple sentences showed an initial increase

until about the age of three and then decreased as more
elaborate forms of sentence structure began to appear
(p. 554) . Heider and Heider (1940) reported a similar

trend in the writing of both deaf and hearing children and

concluded:

Measures of Sentence Complexity

Various measures of complexity of sentence struc

ture have also been used as an index of language develop-

Many investigators have used forms of subordinationment.

(1933) used clauses as her unit of studyratios. LaBrant

and computed a subordination index for each individual by

dividing the number of subordinate clauses by the total

She reported:number of clauses he wrote.

tion of subordinate clauses is a mark of increasing

all the investigations of sentence classes 
(Davis, Boyd, Stormzand and O'Shea, and Hoppes) 
show consistently what we found, that the 
proportion of simple sentences decreases and 
that of all others increases in successive age 
groups [p. 56].

an increasing propor-

"It appears,

therefore, that the tendency to use
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language development from Grades 4 to 9, inclusive . .
[pp. 483-484]." Loban (1963) felt that this straight count.
of LaBrant was not adequate, so he developed a weighted

index of subordination which he said was still not a per- .

feet instrument for analysis. His index assigned one point

for each independent clause, two points for any dependent

within another dependent clause, two

points for any dependent clause containing a verbal con

struction, and three points for any dependent clause within

or modifying another dependent clause which, in turn, is

within or modifies another dependent clause. He concluded

that,

Hunt

(1966) developed a method for counting complexity of nomi-

nals in which he gave a count of one point for each occur-

of each kind of modifier attached to a single head.rence

Points were also assigned for nominalized verbs and

clauses.
.01 level (pp. 114-116).grade at the

recent investigations of children'sThese and other
have shown that aslanguage development

clause modifying or

a child increases

Hunt found that this measure was significant for

"all groups show an increase in grammatical com

plexity as chronological age increases [p. 61]."
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and T-units
increase in length, variety, and complexity. Some of these

studies have also endeavored to determine the reasons for
these changes.

Factors Affecting Language Development

Researchers have investigated many important

factors which influence language proficiency and have

identified them in studies of language development. Loban

(1963) conducted an extensive longitudinal research study

in which he followed the language development of a group

of 338 children from kindergarten through the sixth grade.

"Studies of children's language have identi-He reported:

race, and intelligence asfied socioeconomic status, sex,

factors influencing language proficiency [p. 3]."

Since the middle of the nineteenth century,

reported that language development proceedsobservers have

more rapidly
relationship between socioeconomicConcerning thelevels.

Language Development and 
Socioeconomic Status

in chronological age, his sentences, clauses,

in children from the upper socioeconomic
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level and language development, McCarthy (1954) stated,

Templin (1957) reported that she found consistent

differences in the performance of the upper and lower

socioeconomic groups. The performance of the upper socio

economic group was consistently higher than that of the

lower group,

are statistically significant [p. 147]."

Loban (1963) reported on a longitudinal study of

the language of a group of children from Kindergarten

He identified two subgroups for intenthrough Grade Six.

sive study:

children exceptionally low in language ability. The high

drawn from a higher socioeconomic status thangroup was
In his conclusions Loban68-69) .the low group (pp.

reported,

There is considerable evidence in the litera
ture to indicate that there exists a marked 
relationship between socioeconomic status of 
the family and the child's linguistic 
development [p. 586].

high in language ability and one group of twenty four

one group of thirty children exceptionally

"and for nearly all measures these differences

The persistently parallel variation of language 
proficiency and socioeconomic status should not
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as well

Bernstein (1960) reported some of his findings from

research done within middle class and lower working class

groups of British youth. He concluded that distinct forms

of spoken language are associated with the organization of

particular social groups.

and listed

the characteristics of each.

McCarthy (1954) reported that in the McCarthy

It is proposed that the two distinct forms of 
language use arise because the organization of 
the two social strata is such that different 
emphases are placed on language potential. 
Once this emphasis or stress is placed, then 
the resulting forms of language use progres
sively orient the speakers to distinct and dif
ferent types of relationships to objects and 
persons, irrespective of the level of measured 
intelligence [p. 271].

be overlooked. it appears entirely possible 
that language proficiency may be culturally 
as well as individually determined [p. 89].

codes by the terms "restricted" and "elaborated"

(1930), Day (1932), and Davis (1937) studies,

occupational group differences are consistent 
and strikingly in favor of the upper socioeco
nomic levels in all types of analysis. The 
children from the upper social levels not only 
use longer sentences but also use more mature 
sentence forms at earlier ages [p. 586].

Bernstein (1964) later referred to these two linguistic
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Results from these and other studies indicated

children from higher socioeconomic

levels generally use longer utterances, more complex struc
ture, more variety in structures, and more subordination

than children from a lower socioeconomic status.

Language Development and Sex

Concerning sex differences in language development,

McCarthy (1954) summarized the research literature and

confirmed the popular belief that girls develop language

She said,competence faster than boys.

(1937) summarized her findings along withDavis
"In nearly every phase of lan-those of others by saying,

studied, girls were found to retain up to the 9-1/2guage
year level the superiority which has been previously demon-

133-134] ."strated for the pre-school level [pp-
majority of studies where groups of girlsIn the

well matched in other factors such asand boys were

One of the most consistent findings to emerge 
from the mass of data accumulated on language 
development in American white children seems 
to be a slight difference in favor of girls in 
nearly all aspects of language that have been 
studied [p. 577].

that, in their speech,
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intelligence and socioeconomic backgrounds, differences

were usually found in favor of the girls; these differ-

usually slight and not to a degree that

is statistically significant. An example is Templin's

(1957) study in which she discussed the fact that girls

being more precocious in their language development than

boys, but she said that her study did not entirely sub

stantiate this. She concluded,

Even though the findings in the majority of studies

this finding.
Anastasi and D'Angelo (1952) in which Negro boysreport of

plexity of sentence structure.

When the performance of boys and girls is com
pared over the entire age range, girls tend to 
receive higher scores more frequently than the 
boys, but the differences are not consistent 
and are only infrequently statistically 
significant [p. 154].

are often mentioned in child development literature as

surpassed Negro girls in both length of response and com-

number of other important studies which do not bear out

ences, however, are

of language development seem to favor girls, there are a

One significant exception is found in the
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In Loban's

divided into low and high groups based on several factors.
He reported that, in the low

limited in their repertoire of syntax than the girls, but

of the seven years included in the study (pp. 84-86). A

similar finding was reported by Riling (1965) who said,
flWhen the boys do well, they do better than the girls; when

they do poorly, they are at the bottom of the heap [p. 87] . "

Hunt (1965) analyzed written language samples from

The study

was

Consistent sex differencesvarious grammatical structures.

Thirty-six variables were reported aswere not found.

statistically significant for grade level at either the

Only fourteen.05 level or the .01 level of confidence.

of these were significant for

sex and grade.
O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris (1967) found

in syntactic structures and

group, the boys were more

sex or the interaction of

a search for developmental trends in the frequency of

scores at the Florida State University School.

(1963) study, the total group was

numerous sex differences

fourth, eighth, and twelfth grade students with average IQ

in the high group the boys exceeded the girls in four out
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functions at each of the six grade levels they studied.

"the differencesIn speech, so fluctuated that no distinct,
consistent pattern was indicated [p. 96] ." They further
stated, however, "When the honors were not even, they more
often favored the boys [p. 96] . " They said that their

findings did not support the popular notion that girls are

superior to boys in language development. They suggested

that a change in environment may have reduced differential

behavior.

An interesting finding concerning sex differences

and socioeconomic status was reported by Davis (1937) and

Young (19 41) who found that sex differences were more

prominent among children from homes of the lower socio

economic levels than from more privileged homes. Davis

investigated the development of linguistic skill in twins,

singletons with siblings, and only children from age five

sex differ-She reported that, "In general,to ten years.
in children from the lower than in thoseences are greater

Young (1941)134] ."from the upper occupational groups [p.

of seventy-four nursery schoolstudied oral language
One of thedivided into two subgroups.children who were
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subgroups consisted of thirty-seven underprivileged
children from families on government relief and the other

consisted of thirty-seven children who came from homes of

the upper socioeconomic levels. Young found that in the

upper socioeconomic levels girls surpassed the boys but

in the relief groups there was a statistically significant

difference in favor of the girls (pp. 45-46).

(1937) and Young (1941) con-The findings of Davis

cerning children from upper socioeconomic levels seem to

Menyuk studied thebe related to those of Menyuk (1963).

syntactic structures of kindergarten and first grade

all above average in intelligence andchildren who were
She con-socioeconomic levels.

indicate that there is no difference

in the acquisition of syntactic structuresbetween the sexes

(p. 414]

In spite of the fact that they belong to the 
same socioeconomic level, Relief girls and 
Relief boys differ markedly in mean sentence 
lengths. The former excel the Relief boys and 
the comparisons of records in specific and com
bined settings result in statistically signifi
cant differences in all instances [p. 45] .

came generally from upper

the differences were not statistically significant, while

eluded, "The results
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These more recent studies indicated that the former

popular belief in the superiority of girls in language
development may no longer be valid. Definite consistent
trends in favor of the girls are not reported as often as

■

previously. The interaction between sex and socioeconomic

status reported by David (1937) and Young (1941) indicate

the possible importance, however, of sex differences in

future studies which include socioeconomic status

variable.

Language Development and Race

literature dealing with language development, she found

Data comparing children of different races in lan-

IIguage development are meager [p. 576] .

study by Anastasi and D'Angelo (1952) was theThe

first study to give data

of sentence structure by Negro and white children which

were equated in age,
found in favor of theSlight differences wereligence.

as a

on sentence length and complexity

sex, socioeconomic status, and intel-

In McCarthy's (1954) extensive review of the

that "
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white groups, but they were statistically insignificant
(p. 163).

Since the study by Anastasi and D'Angelo in 1952,
there have been many investigations into the language of

Of the minority racial groups in
the United States, probably the Negro, especially the
Southern Negro, has been the group most studied in relation

to their language maturity. These studies have included

intelligence, and various

measures of socioeconomic status. Some of these studies

have made comparisons between the language of Negro and

white groups. Emphasis has been placed on such aspects of

language as syntactic variations; morphological variations;

inflectional endings; usage of auxiliary verbs; and

subject-verb agreement.

longitudinal study of the language development of children

This was thefrom kindergarten through the sixth grade.

development from Kindergarten throughchildren's language

variables such as

first part of a total study which was to include the

various racial groups.

sex, age,

nonstandard usage of noun, adjective, adverb, and verb

In 1963, Loban reported on the findings from his
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Grade Twelve. In

his research, Loban found that,

Loban (1963) commented that

In 1966, Loban reported findings on the total study

In thiswhich included Kindergarten through Grade Nine.
Caucasian Low Languagereport he isolated three subgroups:

Proficiency Group, Negro
Loban said thatProficiency Group.Caucasian High Language

By noting the incidence of southern Negroes’ 
nonstandard usage in relation to those of the 
northern subjects, one can locate those devia
tions that will require the greatest help in 
schools with a number of children similar to 
this special group [p. 52].

Low Language Proficiency Group, and

analyzing the nonstandard language in

Problems with use of verbs prove to be the 
most frequent kind of deviation from conven
tional usage in elementary school..

Lack of agreement between subject and 
predicate, particularly in the third person 
singular, proves to be the major difficulty in 
the use of verbs. Consistency of verb tense 
is another difficulty. The trends in this 
study show that the difficulty increases for 
Negro boys in grade one through three and 
decreases for Negro girls, provided that these 
Negro children came from homes using a southern 
Negro dialect.

For Negro subjects with southern background, 
using appropriately the verb to be proves to be 
twelve times as troublesome as for northern 
Caucasian or Negro subjects [pp. 84-85].
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class dialect had complicated pattern of difficulties.a

He listed these difficult!

following order of frequency:

It may be observed that the first five difficulties in

order of frequency involve the use of verbs.

In the last five years, several doctoral disserta

tions which were closely related to the present study have

been written.

Pickens (1969) and Pope (1969), investigated race

factor in language development.
(1967) compared the oral speech of nine-Heiner

born and raised in thechildren who wereyear-old Negro

agreement of subject and verb,
----  -- 1 forms of the

lack of <-----
third person singular (other than
verb to be)

omission of auxiliary verbs
inconsistency in the use of tense 
nonstandard use of verb forms
lack of agreement of subject and verb while 

using forms of the verb to be
careless omission of words 
nonstandard use of pronouns 
nonstandard use of noun forms 
double negatives
omission of the verb to be [p. 49] .

as a

children whose language has been influenced by a social

Four of those, Heiner (1967), Graves (1967),

predominantly Negro "inner city" of Syracuse, New York,

es in ten categories in the
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with that of white children from the Syracuse region who
spoke standard American English. He analyzed the speech
samples in terms of

use of mazes. Heiner found significant
differences in four of these variables: (1) the Negro
group spoke fewer sentences, (2) the Negro group used verbs

the sentences while the white group made similar errors in

only 3% of their sentences, (3) the Negro group used fewer

mazes, using them in only about 19% of their sentences,

while the white group used them in about 30% of their

(4) the Negro group used fewer clausessentences, as

No statistically signifi-complements than the white group.

cant differences were found between the two groups in their

of segmented phonemes and basic sentence patterns.use

Heiner concluded that his most important finding

differences between the speech behaviorwas that the major
which might adversely affect the Negroof the two groups

of auxiliary verbs and their nonchildren were their use
He pointed outinflections.standard use of verb and noun

sentences, and the

phonology, word usage, syntax, choice

of sentence patterns, length of sentences, total number of

and nouns in a nonstandard manner in approximately 15% of
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that even though these occurred in only about one out of
five sentences the listener

Graves (1967) studied the oral and written language
of eighth grade students in east-central Alabama. His pur
pose was to identify differences in the language of four
groups of these students:

(3) lower-class white,class Negro, and (4) lower-class

The twenty students in each group were selected onNegro.

the basis of their parents' educational level and

occupation.

Graves analyzed the students' language on the basis

of measures of syntactic complexity and on selected usage

In both written and spoken language, the upperitems .

class students produced significantly longer T-units and a

significantly greater number of clauses per T unit than

In his analysis of the oraldid the lower-class students.
there was oftenitems,language samples on language usage

the low scores of the upper-

of the lower-class stu-class students and the high scores
students had more problems inThe lower-classdents.

often judged all of the aspects 
of speech to be nonstandard.

a large difference between

(1) upper-class white, (2) upper-
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the upper-class students. The lower-class Negro students
used the singular subject with

often than any of the other groups and also had more
problems with the verb to be.

Pickens (1969) studied variant morphological

characteristics in the written language of seventh grade

students in a middle class community, West Hartford,

an

The

study dealt with one facet of written language, that of

morphology.

Pickens found that the Hartford students had a rate

of morphological variance that was six times greater than

The greatest use ofthat of the West Hartford students.

nonstandard morphology in the writing of the Hartford group

in the present and preterite tense formswas found to be
and give, with the second greatest nonstandard

forms where plural onesof singular nounusage in the use

were expected (p. 128).

the uninflected verb more

of be, have,

urban "inner city" community, Hartford, Connecticut.

Connecticut, with those of seventh grade students in

standard usage involving various parts of speech than did
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Socioeconomic

morphology in the Hartford sample. Each of the two groups
was composed of 50% white students and 50% a mixture of
Negro and Puerto Rican students. Even though the white
students wrote considerably more words per paper (average

103) chan the Negroes (average 86) and the Puerto Ricans

(average 91) , the Negroes and Puerto Ricans accounted for

over 60% of the total number of variants from standard

English (Pickens, 1969, p. 129). Of the papers in the

Standard English morphology [p. 95]" while 65% of the

papers from Hartford showed morphological variants.

at a severe morpho

logical disadvantage when compared to the West Hartford

His conclusions concerning birthplace "do notstudents.
held belief that northern dialectalsupport the widely

morphological type is directly traceablevariation of the
129] ."to southern birthplaces [p-

regardless of ethnic background, were

with the rate of nonstandard

Pickens concluded that, as a group, the Hartford students,

West Hartford sample, 30% showed "formal variants from

status correlated positively, and at 
a highly significant level
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Pope (1969)

and thirty white fourth grade
students randomly selected from three predominantly white
elementary schools and three almost exclusively Negro

elementary schools in Tallahassee, Florida. The primary
aim of his investigation was to describe the syntax of

speech samples obtained from urban Negro and white fourth

grade children and to determine if they were members of the

same population in their use of syntactic rules. Two

samples of speech for each student, one narrative and one

The secondary aim of thisexplanatory, were analyzed.

study was "to develop re-tell instruments for measuring

syntactic maturity in oral language and to use them to

the syntactic maturity of fourth graders [p.measure

identified three sets of variables on whichPope
The first set included thethe two groups were compared.
ratio of clauses per T-unit,average clause length, average

Statistical analysis of theand average T-unit length.
differences between the twosignificant

The second set of

6] •"

data showed no

groups on this set of variables.

, using methods of analysis based on
transformational grammar, analyzed oral language samples
obtained from thirty Negro
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variables of the study included the types and average
frequency of "sentence-

T-unit. The

divided into four categories: headed nominal structures,

non-headed nominal structures,

coordinated structures. Pope found that the distributions

the total were not significantly different. The third set

of variables included the types and average frequency of

syntactic and morphological variations per 100 words. The

distributions of the two groups on the total number of the

syntactic variations were not significant at the .05 level.

When the syntactic rules were divided into two subgroups,

those involving phrase structure rules and those resulting

found in the variations involvingsignificant difference was
The morphological rule56-57).phrase structure rules (pp.

divided into three categories, those affectvariations were
Statistically significantand verbs.

found between the two groupsdifferences were on the total

sentence-embedding" transformations were

however, a

ing nouns, pronouns,

adverbial structures, and

embedding" transformations per

from "sentence-embedding" transformations,

of the two groups on each of these four categories and on
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morphological rule variations and on the subgroups of those
affecting nouns and verbs (p. 66).

Investigations into

and language development have seemed to indicate that there
have been some differences between the Negro and white
children in morphological and syntactic deviations. Most

matter of degree, however, and

Differences that were

statistically significant generally favored the white

children.

A great deal of interest concerning the relation

between language maturity and measures of intelligence such

McCarthy (1954) reported,as MA or IQ has been shown.

that differences in intellectualShe also noted the fact
in linguistic development in thestatus paralleled those

Language Development and 
Intelligence

the relationship between race

were not statistically significant.

of the differences were a

In the studies of McCarthy (1930), Day (1932), 
and E. A. Davis (1937) the same relationships 
which were traced with relation to CA also 
appeared when the data were analyzed according 
to MA [p. 600] .

slight superiority of girls over boys, of singletons over
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those from lower socioeconomic levels. She said that these
relationships brought

maturity was due to greater
intellectual abilities or whether the higher

chiefly verbal intelligence tests were due to the greater
language maturity. Studies have attempted to separate the

factors involved in this relationship, but present data is

insufficient for a final answer (McCarthy, 1954, p. 600).

Templin (1957) found substantial correlation between

IQ scores and her vocabulary measures, but lower correla

tion between IQ scores and other measures used in her

(1963) also reported that the highest corre-study. Loban

lation in his entire study was between vocabulary and

Loban divided his subjects into high andintelligence.

low language proficiency subgroups based on an equally

from a vocabulary test andweighted combination of scores
ratings on languagethe average of all the teachers'

The high group consistentlyobtained during kindergarten.

rated higher than the low group

effectiveness and control,

whether the greater language
up the often raised question as to

upper- socioeconomic levels over

scores on the

on fluency with language,

twins, and of children from

wider use of elements within the
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structural patterns,

language to express tentative thinking,
reading and writing ability, coherency through subordina
tion, and greater

constructions (pp. 82-86).

success with group tests of intelligence, and proficiency

with language constitute a cluster of traits (orz possibly,

they are different manifestations of the same trait)

[p. 87]."

Studies have shown that various measures of 1an

ther e are high relationships between some of these and

mental ability scores.

language development. Carroll (1960) said,

Language Development and Early 
Linguistic Environment

guage proficiency are highly correlated and that, in turn,

grammar, use of
sensitivity to conventional usage and

Loban concluded, "Vocabulary,

All the available evidence, as summarized by 
McCarthy/ • • • supports the general prediction 
that the quality of the child's early lin
guistic environment is the most important 
external factor affecting the rate of language 
development [p. 749] .

variety of such movables as adverbial

In his discussion of the conditions which affect
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Some of the many elements which play an important role in
the early linguistic environment of the child theare:
relationship between the mother and the child, the presence
of the father, the number and ages of siblings, the
presence of other adults, the nature of conversation in
the home, and the general of language in family lifeuse

696) .P.

McCarthy's (1930) study indicated that association

with adults seemed to cause linguistic acceleration.

Smith's (1935) study showed that children used longer sen

tences and more advanced patterns of language development

when they talked with an adult than when they talked with

Templin (1930) also reported this trend,other children.

Children who associate chiefly with adults show a muchII

than do those who associategreater mean length of response

152] ."with other children [p.

influence of association with adults onThe
acceleration is also shown in a comparison oflinguistic

those from a study by Hocker(1962) data withStrickland's
Both used similar analytic pro-

however, the speechStrickland study,cedures; in the

(MacGinitie, 1969,

(Strang & Hocker, 1965).
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samples were taken from a

while the Hocker samples were collected from children
engaged in daily activities with other children. Both
groups were first grade children. The mean sentence length
in Strickland s study was about eleven words, while the
mean sentence length in Hocker's study was only five words.

This implied that if the child were around adults a great

deal and used more mature language when talking with them

he would tend to advance faster in his language development

than would children who were generally around other

This also helped to explain thechildren most of the time.

McCarthy (1954) said,marked superiority of only children.

"Of all the groups studied, only children, especially only

girls,
At the other extreme,language development [p. 589]."

and other institutional environmentschildren in orphanages
in their languagethe most seriously retarded groupwere

1954, p. 589).development (McCarthy,
The patterns of parent-child interaction seem to

Milner (1951)maturity.influence the child's language
children and found that thestudied first grade Negro

seem to be the most precocious in all aspects of

situation involving an adult
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children who had a rich verbal family environment scored
higher on language tests. Often these high scorers had
mealtime at home and breakfast time served as the focus

for the total family interaction.

Family patterns of behavior varied to a considerable extent

with socioeconomic status. Milner reported,

tionship was found between low scoring and lower-class

status and high scoring and middle-class status [p. 109] ."

"ItWhen referring to Milner's study, McCarthy (1954) said,

development and that they happen to vary with socioguage

588]."economic class as well [p.

environmental factor which has seemed toAnother

development is related to multipleinfluence language

Davis (1937) concluded,births.

Only children are 
children with i—

definitely superior to 
siblings in every phase of

"A high rela-

This interaction seems to be positive and per
missive in emotional tone for these children 
and has a high verbal content—that is , the 
child is talked to by adults with mature speech 
patterns and talks to them [p. 109].

of family life are the really significant factors for lan-

appears that parental attitudes towards children and habits
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In addition, she found inferiority in language develop-an

ment of twins from the lower occupational groups. Day

(1932) also reported relationships between socioeconomic

status and language development in twins. "Twins of the

upper three occupational classes are superior in all

tional classes [p. 198]." From studies summarized by

McCarthy (195 4) , findings showed that twins develop lan

guage abilities faster than triplets and that the Dionne

quintuplets showed more marked linguistic retardation than

any of these groups.

Review of Related Studies

Most of the studies of children’s language

1960 analyzed data according to tradi-development before
(1965) said that in thisHunttional or classical grammar.

almost standard procedure to determinetype of study it was
clause length, and subordinationmean sentence length, mean

of linguistic skill, 
are in turn

Studies Based on Traditional
Grammar

Singletons with siblings 
somewhat superior to twins [p. 137].

methods of analysis to the twins of the lower three occupa-
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ratio. The subordinate clauses were usually divided into

and adverb types, and the frequency of
each type was recorded. The adverbial clauses were often
subclassified according to various categories of meaning.

Some of the investigators who have contributed to this

standard procedure through studies related to the present

investigation are LaBrant (1933), Heider and Heider (1940),

and Anastasi and D’Angelo (1952).

LaBrant (1933) analyzed the written compositions

of 9 86 children who were enrolled in Kansas schools in

Grades Four through Twelve. She used the mean length of

clauses rather than sentence length because she felt that

division of children’s compositions into sentences was

arbitrary due to the fact that children often have not

mastered punctuation and may write several run-on clauses

Clauses were divided into mainas a single sentence.

clauses and dependent clauses using the finite predicate

in determining the divisions.
differences appeared between theNo consistent
(the ratio of the number of subordi-subordination indexes
the total number of clauses) ofnate clauses divided by

noun, adjective,
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boys and girls.- At some levels boys excelled while girls
excelled at others. LaBrant did not find a significant
difference in the number of words per clause in composi
tions of children in Grades Four through Twelve, but she
found an increase in the subordination index.

LaBrant's general procedures have been followed by

many investigators even though her method of identifying

clauses has been questioned and some of her conclusions

which were based on subordination ratios have been

criticized.

Heider and Heider (1940) analyzed 1,118 composi

tions written by 301 deaf children and 817 hearing

the lowest age group repre-children. For both groups,

sented the youngest children who were able to write the

This resulted in a comparison of deafwhole story.

children's sentence structure with that of hearing children

who were approximately three years younger.

between deaf and hearing children
The deaf children used rela-their sentence structure.

units, shorter sentences, and fewertively simple language

on the complexity of

A quantitative analysis was made of the difference
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verbs in both coordinate and subordinate clauses. The
performance of the deaf child resembled that of less
mature hearing children in all of these comparisons except
in the use of the infinitive and prepositional phrase.

Even though Heider and Heider were primarily

comparison of the language structure of

deaf and hearing children, the data they gave for the group

of hearing children "constitute one of the most valuable

contributions on children’s sentence structure in written

Anastasi and D’Angelo (1952) obtained measures of

linguistic development and Goodenough Draw-a-Man IQ scores

on 100 five-year-old Negro and white children who attended

TheseNew York Department of Welfare Day Care Centers.

twenty-fivesubjects were divided into four subgroups:

Negroes lived in an all Negro neighborhood, twenty-five

Negroes lived in a racially mixed neighborhood, twenty five

whites lived in an all white neighborhood, and twenty five
Socioeco-whites lived in a racially mixed neighborhood.

education, mean number of siblings,nomic factors, parental
fairly well equated.age, and other background factors were

interested in a

language [McCarthy, 1954, p. 497]."
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No significant differences between the races were

found in the Goodenough Draw-a-Man IQ There wasscores. a
significant sex difference at the .05 level in favor of the

The girls excelled ingirls. sll of the comparisons.
Race differences found in the mean sentence length

and in the complexity of sentence structure in favor of the

Anastasi and D'Angelo found a significant exception

differences favoring girls usually found into the sex

studies dealing with language development. In both mean

sentence length and sentence structure the Negroes living in

all Negro neighborhoods showed a statistically significant

Among Negroes living insuperiority of boys over girls.

racially mixed neighborhoods the sex differences were small

and not statistically significant, and no consistent pattern

In both white groups, there was evidencewas discernible.

of the usual female superiority in linguistic development.

The Negroes living in the racially mixed neighborhoods

definite female superiority of the whiteshowed "neither the

162]unmixed Negro group [p.ence found in the

group nor the relatively clear-cut reversal of sex differ

whites were not statistically significant.
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obvious explanation for this reversal of sex differences
among Negro groups.

have been the result of differential social pressures which
affect the two sexes in the white and Negro subcultures in
America. Therefore, they recommended that results should

be kept separate for the two sexes in any Negro-white

comparison and that testing for Race x Sex interaction be

done whenever possible (p. 162) .

Structural linguists have conceived of a language

structured system of arbitrary vocal sounds and

sequences of sounds which are used to carry on interper-

The basic sound-signalling system ofsonal communication.

the English language is described as consisting of forty

five units called phonemes, four degrees of pitch, four

degrees of loudness or stress, and four kinds of juncture.

Phonemes are put together into morphemes, and morphemes

(Strickland, 1962,into patterns of syntax, or sentences

P. 5).

Studies Based on Structural 
Linguistics

as a

Anastasi and D'Angelo said that there was no

They suggested, however, that it may
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Investigators of children's speech who have used

attempted to solve the sentence-identification problems by

These units,
often called sentences, are determined by intonation pat

terminal junctures, and silence boundaries (Griffin,terns,

1968, p. 40) .

Some of the classic investigations which are based

on structural linguistics and which are related to the

present investigation were done by Strickland (1962),

Hocker (1963), Riling (1965), and Loban (1963).

Strickland (1962) recorded oral language samples

of 575 elementary school children who were enrolled in

Grades One through Six in Bloomington, Indiana, schools.

The language samples were collected by investigators during

informal spontaneous conversations between an interviewer

and small groups of two or three children.

of Strickland's study was toThe major purpose

using "phonological units" as basic segments.

procedures mainly from structural linguistics have

discover, isolate, and describe the patterns 
of syntax found in the oral language of elemen
tary school children and to ascertain whether 
they appeared in certain representative reading 
textbooks designed for these grade levels [p. 5].
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The syntactic analysis was based on twenty-five

phonological units, frequently called sentences, from each
of 575 children. Strickland defined a phonological unit
as

tion which signals The mean
word length of phonological units was computed for each
grade.

unit as a measure of maturity and reported,

The 14,375 phonological units which comprised the

language sample of Strickland's study were analyzed

according to a two-level linguistic scheme which was

refined and validated by a conference of structural lin

guistic scholars for use in the study and that of Loban

the first level, the sentences(1963) .
of fixed slots and movables,were divided into patterns

made of the fixed slots, the movables,and tabulations were
The second level of analysisand the sentence connectors.
identification and descriptionmainly concerned with thewas

a terminal point [p. 16]."

The lengths of the phonological units used by 
children varied more within a grade than from 
grade to grade. . . . Length of phonological 
unit appeared in this study to be unsatisfactory 
as a measure of the maturity of language [p. 60].

a distinct falling intona-

For analysis on

"a unit of speech ending with

Strickland was not satisfied with the phonological
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of the types of satellites

used in the movable units.

Strickland found that children at all grade levels

When the
children were grouped according to verbal intelligence,

nonverbal intelligence, and total intelligence, frequencies

in the use of language patterns showed few outstanding

differences (p. 60).

Level II analysis was designed to show the structure

of the fillers, or modifiers that filled Level I slots, and

Strickland’s report on the Level II analysis wasmovables.

very brief, possibly because she found "no outstanding dif

ferences in the use of these elements from one grade level

Strickland concluded,

Hocker (1963), closely following Strickland’s

or subordinations which were

The value of this research resides mainly in 
the evidence it has produced regarding the 
patterns of linguistic structure commonly used 
by children and the tremendous flexibility 
with which children use these patterns in their 
oral language [p. 106].

used a wide variety of language patterns, ranging from 658

in the first grade to 1,041 in the sixth grade.

to another . . . [p. 44]."
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Level I analytical procedures, made a study of the oral

heterogenous

She recorded 2,500
phonological units of oral language and analyzed them to
determine the syntactic structure, frequency of different
sentence patterns, sentence length, vocabulary, and
interests expressed or implied. Some of her findings and

implications are discussed by Strang and Hocker (1965).

Hocker collected her data from the spontaneous oral

language used by children in various daily activities at

school, play, parties, Sunday School, trips, andhome,

She found that the situations in which each samplemovies.

occurred definitely influenced the language patterns used.

She also found that the situation affected sentence length

because one-word sentences were often used in play situa-

long as seventeen wordstions and sometimes sentences as

were used in telling about
of her data with that obtained

concluded that the method of col-in similar studies and
In comparing herinfluenced the results.lecting data also

Strickland (1962) she reported,study with that of

group of forty first grade 
children in a variety of situations.

a picture or book (p. 39).

language used by a

Hocker compared some
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Riling (1965) analyzed the structure of children's

written and spoken language in the fourth and sixth grades.

The study investigated the influence of certain factors

parents'

education, and ethnic origin on the form of the language

of these children. A comparison was also made of the

results of the study and those obtained in a similar study

Riling's study closelyconducted by Strickland (1962).

followed Strickland's procedures in both Level I and Level

II analyses.
Riling's population consisted of approximately 100

100 fourth grade Caucasianfourth grade Negro children,

Datasixth grade Caucasian children.

for
of the two-level analysisboth levelsresults were given on

of the language behavior ofwhich was used, and comparisons

Strickland's mean r 
grade boys was 11.04 ; 
compared with 4.86 for 
this study, 
fact that Strickland's 
adult-child situations 
included spontaneous child-oriented situations 
[p. 40].

sex-differentiated subgroups were reported, detailed

such as sex, the family's socioeconomic status,

children, and 100

sentence length for first-
-1 and for girls 10.70 as
-- ' the boys and girls in 

This difference may be due to the 
study was based only on 
whereas this study
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the two ethnic groups were reported. Another important
aspect of this study was that samples were obtained and
analyzed for both oral and written language. Language
samples were obtained by asking the children to tell and

write stories suggested to them by colorful pictures.

wide variety of different structures

by children in their oral language.used In Grade Four,

the Negro children used 585 different structures and the

Caucasian children used 713. In Grade Six, the Caucasian

children used 845, which was an increase of about 19%.

Only about a hundred of these structures were used more

Riling pointed out the fact that the ability ofdominant.

fourth grade children to produce 585-713 different varia

tions of basic structures in ten minutes or less showed

how automatic these structures had become by the time the

even thoseRiling found that fourth grade children,

reading and mental maturity tests werewhose scores on
of low socioeco-relatively low, and whose’ families were

of the basic language structures.nomic status, used all

Riling found a

than four times, and, of these, a few were clearly pre

children were nine or ten years old.
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In their oral language,

extensively by the use of clauses
and phrases (p. 182).

Children who

of paragraph comprehension and word meaning, Negro children
ranking in the low quartile on intelligence

children of rural communities became involved in fewer
mazes than other children in the study. Strickland (1962)

“This comparative freedom of rural children andcommented,

Negroes from mazes may be the result of less self-criticism

in language use [p. 184] This finding also caused her

to question any assumption of a simple correlation between

fluency and linguistic maturity.

In the quantity of written language produced, the

Negro children were found to be equal to or superior to

Caucasian children in the same grade.

Negro children are more fluent than Caucasian 
children of their own grade level, but they do 
not use the variety of language structures that 
Caucasian children do. In oral language, they 
enunciate less clearly and have many dialectal 
peculiarities [p. 183].

scores, and

scored lowest on a silent reading test

almost without exception, they
varied these structures
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Riling’s detailed

in the language behavior of

Riling did not find any sex differences among the
subjects in her study. Concerning the sex differences that

she found, Riling reported,

In 1952, Loban began a longitudinal study of

children’s language development that-was to follow 338

kindergarten children through Grade Twelve. The group of

was stratified to

include variables such as socioeconomic status, racial

The study was

to assess speaking, reading, writing, and listening at each

achievement,how they correlated with intelligence scores,

evaluations, and socioeconomic status.teachers’
National Council of Teachers of

Research published The Language of

report of her Level II analysis 
did not show great differences

In almost every aspect of language seen so far, 
boys show more spread of ability than girls: 
in the low quartile they are often lowest, in 
the high quartile, they are often highest [p. 109].

English Committee on

In 1963, the

subjects, from Oakland, California,

background, intellectual ability, and sex.

grade groups, ethnic groups, or the two sexes.

grade level; the relationships among these activities; and
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Elementary School Children by Walter D. Loban as Research

research reports. This
monograph reported the

Kindergarten through Grade Six-of the total longitudinal

study which was planned to cover the time period from
1952-1965. In 1966, the National Council of Teachers of

English published as their Research Report No.

in Oral English, by Walter D. Loban which clarified and

counted examples of nonstandard oral usage among four dif

ferent subgroups of school children from Kindergarten

through Grade Nine.

Loban (1963) reported that the purposes of the

study were to investigate the language of children in the

kindergarten and the first six grades of elementary school

and to develop "fundamental methods of analysis to aid the

language and to locate sig

nificant features of language worthy of further study

Ixiciividual interviews were conducted annually to

Loban used some of the same proceduresstimulus objects.
Strickland for analyzing the sample.which had been used by

[p. 1]."

scientific study of children’s

collect language samples, using appropriate pictures as

Report No. 1 in a series of

results of the first seven years—

5, Problems
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These procedures were the

Welfare in October of 1959z and were developed to provide

investigations. This system of segmentation combines

several methods and divides the language in three ways.

First, the children’s oral language was segmented by oral

intonation patterns and this first unit, the phonological

and pause in

the children’s voices (p. 5). The second unit, which was

always a subdivision of the larger phonological unit, was

because it could be identi

fied by the semantic meaning it communicated (p. 5) . The

did not make semantic sense and was impossible to classify

Many of Loban’sfiphonologically or semantically [p. 5] .

findings were reported in terms of communication units

independent clause with any of itswhich he defined as an
classified these communication units intoLobanmodifiers.

ten categories, nine of which were structure patterns and

Loban went beyondincomplete pattern.one of which was an

called a "communication unit"

third element, the maze, was

sored by the U. S.

unit, was determined by inflection, stress,

a uniform system for use in Strickland's and Lohan's

results of a conference spon-

"a tangle of language which

Department of Health, Education, and
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the Level II analysis used by Strickland and computed sub
ordination indexes and counted and classified variations
from conventional grammar and usage.

Loban (1963) found that during the years from Kin
dergarten through Grade Six, children speak more words in
each succeeding year,

average number of words in each of

those units (p. 82). During the first four years of school,

the average children decrease the number of mazes and the

but the low subgroup

between vocabulary and intelligence (p. 87) . He found read

ing, writing, listening, and speaking to show a positive

The children who were high in general languagerelation.

He further stated,ability were high in reading ability.

The subjects in the lowest and highest quartiles 
also lower and higher in reading 

Those who write well in grade three 
above average in speaking 

who rate in the highest group 
are also those who are com- 

median in reading for the ran- 
(also selected by a criterion 

87] .

Loban found that the highest correlation in the study was

number of words in these mazes,

in writing are 
achievement.
are also those who are 
and reading. Those 
in oral proficiency 
pletely above the i.. 
dom and low groups 
of oral proficiency) (p-

units, and increase the

increases the average number of words in mazes (p. 82) .

increase the number of communication
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Loban (1963) pointed out that formal instruction

method of improving expression

opportunities to practice oral language, either indi-

He said,

Loban stated that the purpose of his 1966 report,

and frequent oral language difficulties so teachers may

decide where to place instructional emphasis [p. 1].” He

standard English and not disputed items of usage. He

isolated four subgroups from the total number of subjects

Caucasian (High Language Profi

ciency) , Caucasian (Low Language Proficiency) , Negro (Low

There were twenty-oneand Random.Language Proficiency)r

according to ability with lan-subjects, who were chosen
The Randomfirst three subgroups.guage, in each of the

Many pupils who lack skill in using speech will 
have difficulty in mastering written tradition. 
Competence in the spoken language appears to be 
a necessary base for competence in writing and 
reading [p. 88].

proven to be an ineffective

and designated them as

was concerned with obvious departures or deviations from

Problems in Oral English, was "to identify the most crucial

and suggested that elementary pupils should be given more

in grammar, whether it be linguistic or traditional, has

vidually or in small groups.
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group contained fifty subjects randomly selected from the
total sample which represented the ethnic, economic.
intellectual, and sexual distribution of typical urban

school populations in the United States (p. 4). The three

subgroups were selected on the basis of a ten-year average

of oral language ratings by teachers. This study classi-

and compared the examples of nonstandard

oral usage among these four different groups of school

children.

Loban (1966) found that for subjects who were not

handicapped by social dialect but spoke standard English,

the language problems were "matters of sensitivity to

clarity and precision of communication rather than problems

The Negro children, whose47] ."of habit or usage [p.

language was influenced by a social class dialect, had a

Loban placed

these difficulties in ten categories and listed them in

most troublesome language problemTheorder of frequency.

For these Negro 
coherence are i----

*’ —> subjects both usage and 
involved in their oral language

fied, counted,

was their difficulty with verbs, especially the verb to be.

more complicated pattern of difficulties.
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Many studies based

the Chomsky model of syntactic structures for analyzing
This model considersthe data. grammar as having three

levels, a phrase structure level, a transformation level,
and a morphology level.

and related to the present investigation have been done

by Menyuk (1961), Hunt (1965), and O'Donnell (1967).

The first report of a study of school children's

language using transformational grammar was made by Menyuk

The population consisted of forty-eight boys and(1961).
7girls in a private nursery school (mean age 3 years,

months) and forty-eight first grade children (mean age 6

The mean IQyears, 5 months) in Brookline, Massachusetts.

problems, but habitual 
is clearly 
the Caucasian 
the ten categories

Studies Based
Grammar

Recent studies based on transformational grammar

use of standard forms 
a problem whereas it is not one for 

groups. For the Negro eight of 
are problems of usage [p. 49] .

on transformational grammar use

score for both groups was
to an analysis of parental occupation, all children

slightly over 130, and according

on Transformational ■
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belonged within the upper 24% of a middle
class community.

Language samples were obtained in three stimuli
situations: (1) spontaneous speech in response to The
Biacky Pictures, (2) conversation with an adult generated

by the questions in The Blacky Pictures manual supplemented
by questions formulated by the experimenter,

versation with peers generated by role playing in a family

setting.

Using Chomsky's model, Menyuk analyzed the language

sample of each child. She identified the simple and the

sentence-combining transformations and recorded all the

deviations from morphological and syntactic rules generally

accepted by speakers of standard English. Menyuk wrote a

children's grammar which included all the rules used at

the two age levels to generate all the sentences obtained.

considered grammatically unacceptable.
of maturation in the factMenyuk found evidence

used significantly more bywerethat
children,children than by the nurserythe first grade

category of the

"Some transformations

included structures which areThis "children's grammar"

and (3) con-
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whereas the inverse 412] . "P-
In her comparisons based on sex and IQ scores, Menyuk
reported that a chi shows

transformations used by all
males and all females or those used by all children

The first reported application of transformational

grammar to analysis of language of students in later school

grades was that of Hunt (1964). Hunt gave as the twofold

purpose of his study: (1) to provide a method of procedure

for the quantitative study of grammatical (syntactic)

structures which is coherent,

yet is capable of refinement to accommodate details;

(2) to search for developmental trends in the frequency of

various grammatical structures written by students of

eighth, and twelfth grades (p. 1).average IQ in the fourth,

collected language samples from fifty-fourHunt
students, eighteen from each of Grades Four, Eight, and

Boys and girls were evenlyTwelve in Tallahassee, Florida.
and all subjects had scores from 90divided in each grade

WritingTest of Mental Maturity.the California

no significant difference in

above and below the mean measured intelligence [p. 458]."

to 110 on

systematic, and broad, and

square evaluation of the data "

was never true [Menyuk, 1963,
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samples of a thousand words were obtained from each sub-

These had been writtenject. during the normal course of

altered by anyone other than the writer. The subject

Before
the data were analyzed, small amounts of extraneous matter

called garbles were excluded. Garbles were similar to what

The data were

Hunt

also analyzed structures within clauses, such as coordi-

and complements, modifiers of verbs, and predicate adjec-

One of the most important aspects of his analysistives.

dealt with the sentence-combining transformations found in

the children’s writing.

dissatisfied with the results of hisHunt was
andQf sentence length, clause length,analysis in terms

introduced the concept of seg-Hesubordination ratio.
into the

Hewhich he referred to asterminable unit"

"minimalmenting the written compositions

matter was not controlled by the investigators.

a "T-unit."

Strickland and Loban had called mazes.

nated structures, nominals, the verb auxiliary, main verbs

ordination ratio, and kinds of subordinate clauses.

analyzed in terms of sentence length, clause length, sub-

class work, supervised by the classroom teachers, and not
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nate clauses attached He

described this unit as

used by Loban (1963) in his study of children's oral
language. statistically significant increase,

.01 level of confidence, in mean length of T-unitsat the

from grade to grade and found less overlapping between indi

viduals within the grades than with any of the other indexes

employed (p. 23). He concluded that T-unit length was the

best indicator of grade level, that clause length was next

punctuated sentence length was the least adequate (p. 50) .

an increaseHunt found that from grade to grade there was

not only in the mean length of T-units but also in the

length of clauses and in T-units which did not contain sub

In a later report, Hunt (1967) commented,ordinate clauses.

T-unit length is

at least

or embedded within it [p. 141]."

Hunt found a

defined a T-unit as

. It 
than sentence length

‘\ in all serious studies 
developmental range [p. 45] .

best, ratio of clauses to T-units is next best, and that

unit"

one main clause plus all the subordi-

being similar to the "communication

~ ‘ ; a significant measure of both
chronological and mental maturity in writing 

during the public school years.
is a more valid measure ---  -
and should replace it 
concerning that c._
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The second Part of his

were added to T-units to
increase their length. He analyzed the various kinds of
clauses and nonclauses which account for this increase and
found that:

T-unit length, clause length, and ratio of clauses

to T-units were all found to be statistically significant

for grade at the .05 level of confidence. Hunt found

several other measures of syntactic maturity which he felt

He found that 43% of the writingwere dependable indexes.

He said that the number ofthan nine words in length.

unmistakable characteristic ofthese short T-units is an

Hunt reported,young, writers (p. 29) .

The chief 
to be the 
nouns and

as high a con- 
In view of that high 
that for practical

factor which lengthens clauses appears 
increasing of nonclause modifiers of 
the nominalization of clauses. This 

factor and the increase in adjective clauses 
account in the main for the increased length of 
T-units [p. 143].

The number of "short" T-units correlates 
.902 with the average length of T-units for 
these three grades and has just 
tingency coefficient. 
correlation/ it appears

of fourth grade children was written in T units of less

study was devoted mainly to
the question of what structures
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of II

Hunt also found the increase of adjective clauses
in the writing of his subjects to be statistically signifi
cant for grade at the • 01 level (p. 78) . In his 1967
report he further commented about the significance of this
finding:

Those

He devised anumber of modifiers of nominals (p. 143) .

of nominals in whichmethod for counting the

of each kind ofa count of one was given for each occurrence

For each subject, three sets of scoresmodifier (p. 114) .
the total number of countsFirst waswere determined.

total number of countsthegiven to nominals; second was

short" T-units is 
average length of

purposes, the number 
as good a measure as the 
T-units [pp. 29-30].

tributing to expanded clause length was the increased

"complexity"

Among the three kinds of subordinate clauses 
frequently used, only one provides a highly 
significant index of both chronological and 
mental maturity from grade 4 to maturity, 
are adjective clauses.

As an index of maturity from grades 4 to 12, 
the subordinate clause index is as strong as it 
is only because it counts adjective clauses. It 
is weakened by the presence of adverb and noun 
clauses [p. 64].

Hunt (1965) found that the greatest factor con-
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given to nominals which received a count of two or more;
and third, was the total number of counts given to nominals
which received a count of three or more. According to

analysis of variance, each of the three measures was

Hunt said,

complexity count is one of

the best indexes of maturity [p. 116] ."

and Norris (1967) used tech

niques of analysis suggested by transformational grammar

in their study of children’s oral and written language.

The subjects were 180 children in Murfreesboro, Tennessee,

who were enrolled in Kindergarten and Grades One, Two,

The language samples consisted of

children's oral and written responses to short silent

Before being analyzed, syntactically irrelevantmovies.

the investigation was twofold. OneThe purpose of
about the use of syntax (a) inpurpose was to find out more

(c) at variousspeech and writing, (b) by boys and girls,

examine the validityThe other was toage-grade levels.
had been proposed°f certain indexes which

significant for grade at the .01 level.

were excluded.

as reliable,

” We

O’Donnell, Griffin,

elements referred to as ’’garbles"

can conclude, then, that the

Three, Five, and Seven.
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easily observable, and objective measures of children’s
development in control of syntax (p. 1).

O’Donnell and associates found little diversity
in relative frequencies of grammatically complete basic

structure patterns of main clauses. He identified eleven

structural patterns of main clauses and found that all of

even though six of them occurred very infrequently. Ten

of the eleven patterns were used by seventh grade children

at about the same frequency as they had been used in

He found a steady and significant reductionkindergarten.

in the occurrence of grammatically incomplete patterns in

speech from Kindergarten through Grade Seven (p. 88) .

O’Donnell found an increase in mean T-unit length from

grade to grade in both oral and written language.

thisIn addition to studying main clause patterns,

investigation analyzed structures and functions which were

dependent on sentence-combining transformations and which

They foundin T-unit length.contributed to the increase
increases and most frequentlythat the greatest overall

grade level to the nextsignificant increments from one

them were used in the speech of kindergarten children,
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grade level were found in the use of adverbial infinitivesr

sentence adverbials, coordinations within T-units, and
modifications of nouns by adjectives, participles, and
prepositional phrases. These constructions were identified

transformations involving deletion rules.as The relative

use of these structures were considered to be a better

measure of syntactic control than subordination indexes.

But the investigators reported that a better measure would

be

The researchers found that the lengthening of T-units in

successive grades reflected varying degrees of expansions

It was also

when comparisons were made of subgroup meansreported that,

there wasof T-unit length,

. . . the computation of the relative 
frequency of all sentence-combining transforma
tions, including subordinate clauses—but 
excluding main-clause coordination. Such a 
measure is objective, and there appear to be 
good grounds for believing it to have a high 
degree of validity. It is, however, far from 
being simple and easily applied.

The readily performed calculation of mean 
lengths of T-units, however, appears to give a 
close approximation to results of the more com
plicated accounting of sentence-combining 
transformations [p. 98].

as much distinction between the

in the exploitation of syntactic resources.
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speech and the writing’ of the subjects as was observed in

the more detailed analysis (p. 98).

0 Donnell pointed out that this investigation

supported the similar finding by Hunt (1965) that when

valid indicator of development in syntactic control [p.

Further evidence concerning the usefulness of the99]

T-unit length was shown in Hunt’s study by the finding

that high school students typically use shorter ones than

do professional writers.

Conclusions from O’Donnell’s study showed word

length of T-units increased in both oral and written lan-

The number ofguage with every advance in grade level.

sentence-combining transformations also increased with

grade level.

Chapter II has presented

literature which is relevant to the background of the

III will describe the methods andChapterinvestigation.

procedures used in the study.

a review of the related

mean length of T-units appears to be a "simple, objective,

extensive samples of children’s language are studied, the



CHAPTER III

Methods and Procedures

The purpose of this investigation was to study the

syntax and language usage of the oral language samples

obtained from third grade Negro and white children from

lower socioeconomic groups of Tuscaloosa, Alabama. The

problem was to determine if there were statistically sig

nificant differences or similarities between groups of

these children on thirty-five selected variables.

Description of Population

The sixty children which were randomly selected

for this study attended racially integrated schools and

participated in the city's free lunch program during the

The group consisted of fifteen1970-1971 school year.

fifteen Negro girls, andwhite girls, fifteen white boys,

fifteen Negro boys.
enrolled in twelve of the fifteenThe subjects were

96
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elementary schools in the Tuscaloosa City School System.

Two of the schools excluded from the study were not
racially integrated and the

requirements designed for this study. Ten of the twelve

schools used in the investigation were Title I schools

which means that they qualified for government financial

aid because they served educationally deprived children.

In each of the ten schools, over 19.5% of the students

came from homes with an annual income of $2,000 or less.

The children ranged in chronological age from

There were no statistically

significant differences among the groups in mean age or IQ

scores at the .05 level.

Seiection of the Population

of all third grade children who wereA list
reduced price lunch programparticipating in the free or
of the twelve Tuscaloosa cityand who were enrolled in one

Childrencompiled.schools selected for the study was

third one did not have any

scores ranged from 64 to 119.

third grade children who met the socioeconomic level

seven years-six months to ten years-five months and IQ
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or who were enrolled in special
education classes for the mentally retarded were excluded
from the list. The remaining names were divided into four

groups:

A table of random numbersgirls. was used to select

fifteen names from each of these four groups and this group

of sixty children comprised the population for the study.

Collection of the Data

The oral speech samples were collected between April

Each child was interviewed individually in a

separate room in the school by the investigator. The

investigator engaged the child for a few minutes in informal

conversation about familiar topics to encourage him to feel

Each child was told themore at ease and become talkative.

interview and that it would be tape-recorded.purpose of the

familiar with tapeThe majority of the children were

recorders from having
Each child was allowed to

talked if he wished to do so.hold the microphone while he

or with friends and relatives.

who had speech impediments

5 and May 3, 1971.

used them either at school, at home,

white boys, white girls, Negro boys, and Negro
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back for him. This not

also provided the investigator

quality of the recording. Only a few of the children

appeared to be nervousr and this usually disappeared during

the preliminary informal conversation.

by 16” colorful picture was used to stimu

late oral language. The focus of attention in the picture

a group of three children, two girls and a boy, whowas

were looking at a frog held by the boy. Each of the two

girls was touching the frog very cautiously with one

The picture was in a cardboard easel and was setfinger.

The picture usedthe table in front of the child.up on

was Number 13 in a set, Moods and Emotions, printed by the

This set of picturesDavid C. Cook Publishing Company.

was designed to promote oral language and the manual

for stimulating conversation. Theincluded suggestions

story for thea

the child be encouraged topicture and suggested that

followed and thefinish the story.

An 11"

an opportunity to check the

This suggestion was

He was told that a portion of his Interview would be played

manual contained the beginning part of

wording of the printed part of the story was used in eaoh

only stimulated him to talk, but
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interview in order to provide an introduction to the
picture as uniform as possible for all subjects.

Each child was shown the picture, and after a few
general comments about frogs, he was told that he should
listen to the beginning of

that he would be asked to finish the story in any way he
wished.

investigator listened attentively and refrained from

interjecting questions unless they were necessary to

encourage the child to continue talking. Most of the

children responded with a large language sample in a short

and a few needed a great deal of oral encouragement.

Methods of Measurement and Evaluation

Socioeconomic Status

The socioeconomic level was determined for this

study by the child’s participation in the National School

This is aLunch Program in the Tuscaloosa City Schools.

free or reduced price lunches forprogram which provides
The requirements forchildren from low income families.

period of time, some needed a small amount of assistance,

a story about the picture and

After telling the first part of the story, the
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participation in this lunch program are based on total
family income and the number of children in school. During
the months in which data for this study were collected,

April and May, 1971, 30% of the children in the Tuscaloosa
City School System were in this program and were receiving

free or reduced price lunches.

The children who received free or reduced price

lunches were determined by using the following scale:

Annual Income

0

additional family member add $450.For each
less annual income—allAny family with $1,200 or

free.

in the study received either free orAll of the children

reduced price lunches.

Family
Size

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

$1201 - $1920 
$1801 - $2520 
$2401 - $3120 
$3301 - $3720 
$3501 - $4220 
$4101 - $4820 
$4601 - $5321 
$5101 - $5821

20C 
20C 
20C 
20 C 
20C 
20C 
20C 
20C

10C
10C
10C
20C
20C
20C

0
0

10C
10C
20C

0
0
0

10C

0 
0 
0

0
0

Number of Children in School
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Intelligence Quotient

Intelligence quotient

obtained from the California Test of Mental Maturity,

which was administered duringLevel 1H, the 1970-1971
school year. The 1963 Short-Form series which is

plete revision of the 1957 edition was used. Level 1H

which is designed as a transitional test between Levels 1

and 2 and covers the mental age range common to Grades

Three and Four was used. Since the publication of the 1H

level test, revisions were made to improve scaling and the

new manual which included the revisions and was marked

was used in deter

mining the scores of subjects for the investigation.

Measures of Language Maturity

The language maturity of each child was measured

by analyzing transcriptions of tape recordings of each

determine frequency of occurrence ofchild’s speech to

elements presented in the problem

determined by Hunt (1965) to beThese elements were those
He found that his own

a com

as stated in Chapter I.

measures of syntactic maturity.

scores for each subject were

”1965 NORMS, effective September, 1965”
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concept of the unit,"
the best index of those examined in his study and was sig
nificant for grade at the .01 level (p. 23) . Second best
was mean clause length, and third best was his new ratio,

Ratio of Clauses to T-units (p. 50) . He also found that

the amount of writing done in T-units under nine words in

length correlated .902 with the average length of T-units.

These four indexes were used in this study as the basis

for determining syntactic maturity.

Categories of Language Usage

Examples of nonstandard English in the transcribed

T-units were assigned to the following categories based on

verb variations, pronoun variations,the parts of speech:

Due to the large number of verb variations,variations.
subdivided into five types ofhowever, this category was

Lack of subject-verb agreement (excludingverb variations:
the verb to be), Lack of subject-verb agreement (when

standard use of verb forms, and Inconsistency in the use

or "T-unit," was

using the verb to be), Omission of auxiliary verbs, Non-

"minimal terminable

prepositional variations, adjective variations, and noun
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Theseof tense. categories of verb variations were based

(1966) used in Problems in
Oral English.

The recorded speech samples were transcribed from

the tapes and were segmented into T-units at the time of

transcription. All syntactically irrelevant elements were

separated from the complete T-units by brackets and

analyzed separately. These elements were referred to in

this study and by O’Donnell (1967)

and included audible pauses, false

redundant subjects, word tangles, and uncommunicastarts ,

Other delaying ortive or meaningless repetitions.

reflecting types of phrases such

included in theand incomplete T-units were"oh yeah,”

separate analysis.

and another doctoral student whoThe investigator
, listened to thehad taught both white and Negro children

The speech of some of thetapes and transcribed them.
difficult to understand, causing this tochildren was very

Organization, Classification, 
and Analysis of Data

on the categories which Loban

as "garbles" and by

as "you know," "well,"

Loban (1963) as "mazes"
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The

trying to determine if a child pronounced the last syllable

This was particularly true

in transcribing the speech samples of many of the Negro

children.

The first ten complete T-units from each child's

language sample constituted the raw data used in the study.

a total of 300 T-units were syntacticallyTherefore,

The ten T-units of each child were placed onanalyzed. a

separate sheet and analyzed according to the selected

These variables includedvariables used in the study.

of syntactic maturity, frequency of T-unit patmeasures

complexity of T-unit patterns, use of garbles, andterns,

Statistical Analysis

Cattell's Pattern
Cattell (1949) pointedstatistical analysis of the data.

operates

use of variations from standard English.

Similarity Index was used in the

or the final sound of a word.

be one of the most time-consuming parts of the study, 

greatest single problem in transcribing the tapes was in

out that this pattern similarity index, which he calls rp,
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In his discussion of the uses of this pattern similarity

index, Cattell (1949) stated:

Cattell's Pattern Similarity Index can compare two

or more groups on several variables at one time. It gives

the degree of relationship of pattern and level between

If the profiles of two groups areany two profiles.

will be +1; if the agreement of the twoidentical,

will be zero; andgroups is no greater than chance,

willif the differences are as great

be -1 (Cattell, 1949, p. 287).

In this investigation, statistical significance

.05 level of confidenceestablished by designating thewas
indicated thatas the criterion.

being compared were signifi-the profiles of the two groups
indicatedcantly similar and a

upon data which have 
standard scores with 
or dimension of the 
give equal weight to 
[p. 285].

A significant positive

significant negative

V

the rp

rP

the rp

rP

as they can be the rp

In the writer’s opinion the coefficient of 
pattern similarity, rp, is to be preferred for 
most pattern matching studies, since, ... it 
pays regard to agreement of both shape and 
size . . . [p. 293].

first been converted to 
respect to each element 

pattern, ... in order to
each of the variables
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that the profiles of the two groups were significantly
different.

Analysis of variance

investigation. In order to place extra emphasis

tain variables, F ratios and t ratios were computed. The

F ratio was used in comparing more than one group at a

time on a particular variable to see if a significant dif

ference existed among the If the F ratio indicatedgroups.

significant difference, the t ratio was computed. Thisa

ratio compared each group with each of the other groups on

the particular variable and identified the paired groups

In cases where itwhich were significantly different.

difference might exist, the F testseemed likely that no

was done first and if a difference was found, t tests were

it seemed evident that differences existed,computed. When

the t test was done in the beginning.

presented the methods and proceduresChapter III has
Chapter IV will present the

statistical treatment anddata and the results of the

analysis of the data.

which were used in the study.

on cer-

tests were also used in the
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Presentation and Analysis of Data

This study investigated the similarities and

differences in syntax and language usage among groups of

third grade white children and groups of third grade Negro

children of lower socioeconomic levels in Tuscaloosa,

No differences among the groups in age or IQAlabama.

scores were found to be statistically significant at the

,05 level of confidence.

Children were randomly selected for the study from

a total population which was composed of all third grade

children who were enrolled in racially integrated

Tuscaloosa public schools and who participated in the

schools’ free lunch program during the 1970-1971 school

year.

white boys, white girls, Negro boys, and Negroand race:
used to selectA table of random numbers wasgirls.

Thesefifteen children from each of the four groups.

108

This list was divided into four groups based on sex
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sixty children composed the population for the
investigation.

The problem of the study was to determine if white
and Negro third grade children from lower socioeconomic

groups in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, were members of similar

populations in terms of their syntactic development and
language usage.

sought to the following questions:

1. Are there statistically significant differences

or similarities among various groupings of

white and Negro children from lower socioeco

nomic groups in the following quantitative

of syntactic maturity?measures

Mean T-unit lengthA.

Mean clause lengthB.
Ratio of clauses to T-unitsC.

MeanD.

length
statistically significant differencesAre there2.

various groupings of

children from lowerwhite and Negro

number of T-units over nine words in

In order to determine this, answers were

or similarities among
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socioeconomic

the four most popular T-unit
patterns? These patterns are:
A. Subject—verb

B. Subject—linking verb—linking verb

complement

Subject—verb—objectC.

Subject—verb—indirect object—directD.

object

3. Are there statistically significant differences

or similarities among various groupings of

white and Negro children from lower socioeco

nomic groups in the complexity within T-unit

patterns as measured by the following

structures?

Subordinate ClausesA.

Noun clauses1)

2)

Adverbial clauses3)
Nonclausal StructuresB.

Nominal structures1)

groups in the frequency with 
which they used

Adjective clauses
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3) Adverbials

C. Coordinated Elements within T-units
4. Are there statistically significant differences

or similarities among various groupings of

white and Negro children from lower socioeco
nomic groups in their use of garbles?

Number of sentences containing garblesA.

Number of garblesB.

Number of words in garblesC.

Are there statistically significant differences5.

similarities among various groupings ofor

white and Negro children from lower socioeco

nomic groups in their use of variations from

standard English and the frequency of their

occurrence?

Variations affectingA.

1) Verbs

2) Pronouns

4) Adjectives

3) Prepositions

2) Main verbs
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5) Nouns

B. Variations affecting verbs only
1) Lack of subject-verb agreement

(excluding all forms of the verb
2)

3) Omission of auxiliary verbs
4) Nonstandard use of verb forms

5) Inconsistency in the use of tense

The background of the study and the procedures used

during the investigation were discussed in previous chap-

This chapter will be devoted to an analysis of theters.

Cattell's Pattern Similarity Index was chosen for

the statistical analysis of the data because it emphasizes

to be)
Lack of subject-verb agreement when

data.1

using the verb to be

1The data used in the investigation were processed 
at the University of Alabama Computer Center. The Cattell 
Pattern Similarity Index program is part of the Behavioral 
Sciences Statistics Library and was written by Dr. Harry 
Barker of the University of Alabama. It is referred to as 
CORRO5. The program used to obtain t values (T-MISS) is 
part of the University of Kentucky Statistics Program and 
is available at the University of Alabama Computer Center.
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both the shape and the level of the composite profiles when

making comparisons between groups. This technique converts
all data to standard scores on all of the variables, or
elements, thus giving equal weight to each of the elements.

This makes it possible to compare two groups

elements as desired at one time.

The Cattell Index yields a coefficient of pattern

similarity which indicates the degree to which the profile

of one group resembles the profile of another Ifgroup.

the profiles of two groups are identical, the coefficient

will be +1. If the agreement of the

will be zero.

Finally, if the groups are exactly opposite in nature, the

Statistical significance was establishedindex will be -1.

by designating the .05 level of confidence as the criterion.

The first part of each area of study will present

The second part willcomparisons of groups based on race.

based on race and sex. Inpresent comparisons of groups

Cattell1s Pattern Similaritydiscussions of each area

Index Profiles will be

as needed.

rp'

on as many

of similarity, or

two groups is no greater than chance, the rp

followed by F tests and/or t tests
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The format of each section of the chapter will be

findings.

Syntactic Maturity

similarities among groups of children from lower socio-

of syntactic maturity when groups are based on race

and sex?

Mean T-unit lengthA.

Mean Clause length• B.

Ratio of Clauses to T-unitsC.

Mean number of T-units over nine words in lengthD.

Groups Based on Race

Similarity Index was used toCattell's Pattern

ofchildren on measures

syntactic maturity and the

Cattell Profile are

consideration, analyses of 
the data related to the question,

2 score means

2Z score means for each 
presented in the Appendix.

economic groups in the following quantitative measures

to present the question under

and a summary of the

Are there statistically significant differences or

compare the white and Negro
distribution of z_
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plotted in Figure 1. Nowas statistically significant

pattern was found in the
comparison of the groups.

T tests were made comparing groups on each indi

vidual element to determine if there were any significant

The results of the four

t tests are presented in Table 1. A significant difference

between groups was found in the Mean Number of T-units over

Nine Words in Length. The other comparisons were not

statistically significant.

children mature, they use an increasingly higher percentage

Since the Negroof T-units over nine words in length.

the number ofchildren in this study had a higher mean on

T-units over nine words in length (5.83) than the white

children (3.97), the group of Negro children seem to be

mature than the white children as measured by thismore

element.

Groups Based on Race and Sex

Similarity Index was used toCattell's Pattern

differences or
determine if there were significant

similarity or difference in

Hunt (1965) found that as

differences in specific areas.
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Figure 1
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similarities among the Profiles of the

measures of syntactic maturity (Figure 2) . Significant
differences were found in three of the six comparisons:
Negro girls versus white boys, Negro girls versus white
girls, and Negro girls versus Negro boys. Thus, the Negro

from each of the other
One significant similarity, between the whitegroups.

girls and the Negro boys, was found. No statistically

significant difference similarity was shown in theor

remaining two comparisons: white girls versus white boys

and white boys versus Negro boys. Since the profiles of

the white girls and the Negro boys were significantly

similar and there was no difference between the white boys

it would seem that differences betweenand Negro boys,

races in this area must be attributed to the Negro girls.

determine if significantT tests were made to
individual elements existed.differences between groups on

statistical comparisons among theThe results of these

the four elements arefour groups on

girls were significantly different

presented in Tables

four groups on

2 through 5.
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Figure 2
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TABLE 2

Group Mean SD t ratio P

White Boys 8.97 1.96

White Girls 8.32 1.32

Negro Boys 8.09 1.33

Negro Girls 9.59 1.80

White Boys versus White Girls 1.06 NS

White Boys versus Negro Boys 1.43 NS

White Boys versus Negro Girls 0.91 NS

White Girls versus Negro Boys 0.47 NS

2.21* .05White Girls versus Negro Girls

2.60* .05Negro Boys versus Negro Girls

.05 level.

.01 level.

Analysis of Variance 
(Groups Based

*Statistically significant at the
**Statistically significant at the

for Mean T-unit Length 
on Race and Sex)
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TABLE 3

Group Mean SD t ratio P

White Boys 6.93 1.67
White Girls 6.60 1.18
Negro Boys 6.53 1.19
Negro Girls 6.93 1.34

White Boys versus White Girls 0.63 NS

White Boys versus Negro Boys 0.76 NS

White Boys versus Negro Girls 0.00 NS

0.15 NSWhite Girls versus Negro Boys

0.72 NSWhite Girls versus Negro Girls
0.87 NSNegro Boys versus Negro Girls

.05 level.

.01 level.

Analysis of Variance 
(Groups Based

*Statistically significant at the 
**Statistically significant at the

for Mean Clause Length 
on Race and Sex)
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TABLE 4

T-units

Group Mean SD t ratio P

White Boys 1.40 0.51
White Girls 1.20 0.41
Negro Boys 1.13 0.35

Negro Girls 1.33 0.49

White Boys versus White Girls 1.18 NS

White Boys versus Negro Boys 1.67 NS

White Boys versus Negro Girls 0.37 NS

White Girls versus Negro Boys 0.48 NS

White Girls versus Negro Girls 0.81 NS

1.29 NSNegro Boys versus Negro Girls

Analysis of Variance " 
(Groups Based

for Ratio of Clauses to 
__I on Race and Sex)

*Statistically significant at the .05 level.
**Statistically significant at the .01 level.
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TABLE 5

Group Mean SD t ratio P

White Boys 4.13 2.20
White Girls 3.80 2.01

Negro Boys 4.40 1.72

Negro Girls 6.07 2.12

White Boys versus White Girls 0.43 NS

White Boys versus Negro Boys 0.37 NS

2.45*White Boys versus Negro Girls .05

0.88 NSWhite Girls versus Negro Boys

3.01** .01White Girls versus Negro Girls

2.36* .05Negro Boys versus Negro Girls

.05 level.

.01 level.
♦Statistically significant at the 

♦♦Statistically significant at the

Analysis of Variance for Mean Number of 
T-units over Nine Words in Length 
(Groups Based on Race and Sex)
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The results of the six t tests in comparisons of

are presented in Table 2. The

were significant differences at
the .05 level between the white

mean T-unit length.

The other four paired group comparisons showed no signifi

cant differences on mean T-unit length.

The results of the statistical comparisons between

pairs of the four groups on Mean Clause Length are shown

No statistically significant differences werein Table 3.

found.

The results of the comparisons of the four groups

on Ratio of Clauses to T-units are presented in Table 4.

No statistically significant differences were found among

the groups
found in three of theSignificant differences were

six comparisons between paired groups
These werein Length (Table 5) .Nine Words

girls and each ofthe Negrothe comparisons made between
girls havingthe other three groups, with the Negro

girls and the Negro girls 

and between the Negro boys and Negro girls

a higher

In each com-

on this element.

of T-units over

t tests showed that there

parison, the Negro girls had the higher

on the Mean Number

groups on Mean T-unit Length
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mean z

girls.

When the groups based on race were compared on

of -0.28 which was
not statistically significant. T tests showed no signifi

cant similarity or difference between the groups except in

the mean number of T-units over nine words in length,

favoring the Negro children.

When the groups based on race and sex were compared

on their syntactic maturity, significant differences in

patterns were found between the white boys and Negro girls,

between the white girls and the Negro girls, and between

Significant similaritythe Negro girls and the Negro boys.

the Negro boys and white

criteria prescribed by Hunt (1965) ,girls. According to
maturity than the otherthe Negro girls showed greater

of syntactic maturity.

T tests to determine if differences

Pattern Similarity
Index produced a similarity coefficient

groups as indicated by these measures

existed among the

their syntactic maturity, Cattell's

comparisons, indicating greater 

syntactic maturity for the Negro

in patterns was shown between

score in each of the

Summary on Syntactic Maturity
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groups on any of the four elements of syntactic maturity
showed the Negro girls to be from

in length of T-units. They
significantly differentwere

groups in the mean number of T-units over nine words in
length.

T-unit Patterns

Are there statistically significant differences

socioeconomic groups in the frequency with which

they used the four most popular T-unit patterns when

Of the T-units used by the subjects, 95% fell into

subject, verb; subject, linkingone of four patterns:

object; or

Therefore,indirect object, direct object.subject, verb,
analyses made of frequenciescomparisons were limited to

of those patterns by groups.

(1963)Many researchers

statement concerning structural patterns as

significantly different 
the white girls and Negro boys

have agreed with Loban’s

a measure of

of their use

or similarities among groups of children from lower

groups are based on race and sex?

verb, linking verb complement; subject, verb,

from each of the other three
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maturity, "Not pattern but what is done to achieve flexi

bility within the pattern proves to be a measure of effec
tiveness and control . . • [p. 84]." Therefore, T-unit
pattern was not considered

were not made.

Groups Based on Race

Using the Cattell Pattern Similarity Index, the

used the four T-unit patterns (Figure 3). The similarity

coefficient of -0.20 was not statistically significant.

This comparison was made only to determine significant

similarities or differences and was not intended as an

indication of syntactic maturity.

Groups Based on Race and Sex
Cattell Pattern Similarity Index, eachUsing the

group was compared with every other group
of the four T-unit■patterns.with which they used each
which were plotted from theFigure 4 shows the profiles

z score means of the four groups.

on the frequency

two groups were compared on the frequency with which they

a measure of syntactic maturity
in this study, and t tests
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Figure 3
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Figure 4

T-unit Patterns
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The Cattell Index

statistically signifi
cant differences between the profiles of any two groups in
the frequency with which they used the
T-unit patterns. es were found in
three of the six comparisons: white boys and white girls,
white boys and Negro boys, and white girls and Negro boys.

The Negro girls did not show a significant differ

ence from or similarity to any of the other three groups.

Summary on T-unit Patterns

Cattell1s Pattern Similarity Index did not produce

race were compared on their T-unit patterns.

on their T-unit patterns, Cattell1s Pattern Similarity

Index indicated that there were
Significant similari-cant differences among the groups.

found in the followingties between profiles were
and Negro boys, white boys andwhite boyscomparisons:

and Negro boys.white girls, and white girls

a significant positive or negative coefficient on frequency

of use of various T-unit patterns when the groups based on

When the groups based on race and sex were compared

showed no

four most popular
Significant similariti

no statistically signifi-
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Complexity Within T unit Patterns

Are there

or similarities among various groupings of white

and Negro children from lower socioeconomic groups
in the complexity within T.-unit patterns as measured
by the following structures?

Subordinate ClausesA.

1) Noun Clauses

Adjective Clauses2)

Adverbial Clauses3)

Nonclausal StructuresB.

Nominal Structures1)

Main Verbs2)

Adverbials3)

Coordinated elements within T unitsC
fourcomplexity within T-unit patterns,To compare

The first pair ofpairs of profiles were constructed.

the distribution of theprepared by plotting

of their use ofz score means of groups
(Figure 5,clausesof subordinateeach of the three types

135) .Page 133, and Figure 6, page

profiles was

statistically significant differences

on the frequency

The second pair of
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profiles compared groups on three measures of nouns and
their modifiers (Figure 7, Page 142, and Figure 8, page

In the third pair of143) . profiles, the distribution of
score means ofthe z groups on frequency of use of main

verbs was plotted (Figure 9, page 145,

The distribution of147) . groups on the frequency of their

of three categories of adverbialsuse was plotted as the

fourth pair of profiles (Figure 11, page 14 8, and Figure

12, page 150). Frequency of use by groups of coordinated

elements was analyzed through the use of an F test rather

than a similarity index.

Subordinate Clauses

Subordinate clauses were divided into the tradi

noun clauses, adjective clauses,tional three subgroups:

of children were com-The groupsand adverbial clauses.
with which they used the three typespared on the frequency

of clauses.

Groups Based on Race
in their use ofof the two groupsThe profiles

The similarityshownsubordinate clauses are in Figure 5.

and Figure 10, page
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Figure 5
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coefficient of +0.56 was

.05 level,
indicating that the two groups were significantly similar
in their use of subordinate clauses.

Since Hunt (1965) found an increase in adjective
clauses to be an index of maturity, a t ratio was computed
comparing the two groups the frequency of their use ofon

adjective clauses. The results of these tests, presented
in Table 6, show no significant difference between groups.

TABLE 6

t ratioGroup Mean SD P

White 0.430.13
0.73 NS

0.25Negro 0.07

Race and Sex
in their use ofof the four groupsThe profiles

No significantin Figure 6.subordinate clauses are shown

of the fourthe profilesdifferences

Analysis of Variance for Mean Number of Adjective Clauses 
(Groups Based on Race)

Groups Based on

♦Statistically significant at the .05 level.
♦♦Statistically significant at the .01 level.

were found among

significant at the
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Figure 6
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groups in any of the comparisons. Significant similarities

the comparisons: white boys versus
Negro boys, white boys versus Negro girls, and Negro boys
versus Negro girls.

Since Hunt (1965) found that only adjective clauses
showed syntactic maturity, an F test was made to determine
if differences among the groups on their use of adjective

clauses were significant. The results of these comparisons

The F ratio showed that there

were no statistically significant differences among the

groups in their use of adjective clauses. The conclusion,

group in the present study showed significantly greater

maturity than any other group

of subordinate clauses.

Summary on Subordinate Clauses

compared onbased on race wereWhen the groups

T tests showed.05 level.at thestatistically significant

are presented in Table 7.

Index produced a

as indicated by their use

similarity coefficient of +0.56 which was

were found in three of

their use of subordinate clauses, Cattell's Similarity

based on the findings of Hunt, may be drawn that no one
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between groups in their frequency

of use of adjective clauses.

TABLE 7

MeanGroup SD F ratio P

White Boys 0.13 0.35

White Girls 0.20 0.56
0.28 NS

0.07Negro Boys 0.26

Negro Girls 0.13 0.35

When the groups based on race and sex were compared

significant differ-

Significant similari-ences were found among the profiles.
whiteties were found between white boys and Negro boys,

boys and Negro girls. An F

test showed that there were no
in their use of adjectivedifferences among the groups

clauses.

*Statistically significant at the .05 level.
**Statistically significant at the .01 level.

Analysis of Variance for Mean 
(Groups Based Number of Adjective Clauses 

on Race and Sex)

no significant difference

on their use of subordinate clauses, no

boys and Negro girls, and Negro
statistically significant
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Use of Nonclausal Structures

Nominal Structures

Since Hunt (1965) found the
clausal modifiers of nominals to be a measure of syntactic

briefly from the established pattern.

representing the total of all

used by the various groups were added, and means were

calculated.

Groups based on race. In order to determine if

there was a significant difference between the two groups

in their total number of nonclause modifiers, a t ratio

was computed (Table 8). The mean number of nonclause

modifiers per white child was 5.77 compared to 5.70 per

The t ratio of 0.07 was not significant,Negro child.

indicating no significant difference between the groups in

the total number of nonclause modifiers.
T tests were madeand sex.

Theexisted among the groups.significant differences
The Negro

results of the six t tests are

The raw scores,

maturity, the presentation at this point will deviate

nonclause modifiers of nouns

shown in Table 9.

total number of non

comparing various groups to

Groups based on race
(jetermine if any statistically
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mean of nonclause modifiers and the

Negro girls had the highest no significant differences,
however, were found among the groups. According to Hunt's
(1965) findings, therefore, the four groups were fairly
similar in their syntactic maturity

number of nonclause modifiers in their language samples.

TABLE 8

Mean SD t ratioGroup P

5.77 3.53White
0.07 NS

3.725.70Negro

is followed in thestated plan of organizationThe

found in the oral languageThe nominal structures

categories:in threesamples were placed

as measured by the total

Analysis of Variance for Mean Number of Nonclause 
Modifiers (Groups Based on Race)

no modifiers, nouns

nouns that had

remainder of the discussion of Nominal Structures.

boys had the lowest

with one modifier, and nouns with two

*Statistically significant at the .05 level.
^Statistically significant at the .01 level.
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TABLE 9

Group Mean SD t ratio P

White Boys 6.07 3.75

White Girls 5.87 3.04

Negro Boys 5.33 2.58

Negro Girls 6.40 4.36

White Boys versus White Girls 0.16 NS

White Boys versus Negro Boys 0.62 NS

White Boys versus Negro Girls 0.23 NS

White Girls versus Negro Boys 0.52 NS

0.39 NSWhite Girls versus Negro Girls

0.82 NSNegro Boys versus Negro Girls

.05 level.

.01 level.
*Statistically significant at the

♦♦Statistically significant at the

Analysis of Variance
Modifiers (Groups Basedfor Mean Number of Nonclause 

on Race and Sex)
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more modifiers.or

accounted for
over 70% of the modifiers<

Groups based on race. The profiles of the two

races were compared on their use of nominal structures.

Cattell's Pattern Similarity Index

significant similarity or difference between groups.

Groups based on race and sex. Cattell’s Pattern

Similarity Index (Figure 8) showed no significant similari

ties between the profiles of any two groups. A significant

difference was found in three comparisons: white boys and

Negro boys, white girls and Negro boys, and Negro boys and

The remaining comparisons between groups wereNegro girls.

not statistically significant.

Since Hunt (1965) found an increase in nouns with

two or more modifiers to indicate maturity, t tests were

differences existedconsidered to determine if significant

of the large numberbut, becauseamong groups on Element C,

determined to beOf zeroes in the raw scores, the idea was

impractical.

Adjectives and genitives

(Figure 7) showed no
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Figure 7
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Figure 8
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Main Verbs

The main verbs in the T-units were placed into the
traditional three categories:

and linking verbs.

used to determine if any significant similarities or dif
ferences existed among the groups in the frequency of their

use of the three kinds of verbs.

The purpose of comparing the groups on the types

of verbs was merely to determine if any significant simi

larity or difference between groups existed, and was not

maturity. Therefore t tests were not made.

The profiles of the whiteGroups based on race.

children and the Negro children

use of the three kinds of verbs are shown in Figure 9.

-0.34 was significant at theThe similarity coefficient of
difference between the»05 level, indicating a significant

two groups.
The Cattell Indexand sex.Groups based on race

between any two groupsshowed no significant similarities

three kinds of verbsof the

transitive, intransitive,

Cattell’s Pattern

on the frequency of their

intended as a measure to compare groups on syntactic

°n the frequency of their use

Similarity Index was
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Figure 9
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(Figure 10) . The white

significantly different
from both Negro groups. The remaining
statistically significant.

Adverbials

Adverbials were placed into three categories:
adverbials of time, adverbials of place, and adverbials of
manner.

Hunt (1965) found that adverbials of time and place

reduce in number with maturity while adverbials of manner

show an increase with maturity. T tests were considered

to compare groups on their use of adverbials of manner, but

due to the infrequent use of adverbials of manner by all

impractical to compute a t test to determinegroups, it was

significant difference between pairs of

groups on this variable.
Cattell's Pattern SimilarityGroups based on race.

significantused to determine if there was a

in thesimilarity between the two groups
of adverbials (Figureof three types

-0.60 was significantof11).

Index was

frequency of their use

difference or

if there was a

The similarity coefficient

comparisons were not

girls were
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Figure 10
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Figure 11
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indicated that the groups were

adverbials.
Groups based on race and sex. The profiles of the

four groups on their use of adverbials are shown in Figure
Significant differences12. were found in three compari-
white boys and Negro girls,sons:

No significant

similarities were found among the groups in their use of

adverbials.

Summary on Nonclausal Structures

When the groups based on race were compared on

their use of nominal structures, the Cattell coefficient

was not statistically significant. The two groups were

found to be significantly different in the frequency of

of verbs (Negroes higher) andtheir use of the three types

of adverbials (whitesin the frequency of their use

higher).

and sex were comparedbased on raceWhen the groups
, there were no signifiof nominal structures

differencesSignificantcant similarities between groups.

white girls and Negro 

boys, and white girls and Negro girls.

°n their use

significantly different in their use of

at the .01 level, which
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Figure 12
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found in threewere comparisons: white boys and Negro

boys, white girls and Negro boys, and Negro boys and Negro
When the four groups were compared on main verb

usage, significant differences

the white girls and
the Negro girls. The remaining comparisons were not sig-

The comparisons of the fournificant. groups on their use

of adverbials showed significant differences between groups

in three of the six comparisons: white boys and Negro

girls, white girls and Negro boys, and white girls and

Significant coefficients were not found inNegro girls.

the remaining three comparisons.

Coordinated Elements

there statistically significant differencesAre
of children from loweror similarities among groups

in their use of coordinatedsocioeconomic groups

total number of coordi-(1965) found theSince Hunt
of use of dif-than the frequencynated elements rather

to be a measure offerent types of coordinated elements

were found between the white 
girls and the Negro boys and between

based on race and sex?elements when groups are
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syntactic maturity, the Cattell Profile was omitted from
this analysis.

if there

among the groups in the

total number of coordinated elements used in their T-units.

Groups Based on Race

The results of the F test are presented in Table 10.
The F ratio of 1.21 was not statistically significant,

which indicated no significant difference between the

groups on total number of coordinated elements used in the

language sample.

TABLE 10

F ratio PSDGroup Mean

1.29White 1.67 NS1.21
1.26Negro 2.07

Analysis of Variance for Coordinated Elements 
(Groups Based on Race)

♦Statistically significant
♦♦Statistically significant

at the .05 level.
at the .01 level.

computed to determine 
were any significant differences

F tests were
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and SexGrou

computed to determine
any significant differences among the groups in the total
number of coordinated elements used in their T-units. The F

ratio of 0.72 was not statistically significant (Table 11).

TABLE 11

Mean SD F ratioGroup P

1.53White Boys 1.25

1.39White Girls 2.07
NS0.72

1.162.07Negro Boys

1.302.13Negro Girls

Coordinated Elements
found among groupsweredifferencesNo significant

used in theirelementscoordinatedon the total number of

T-units.

' • .05 level, 
at the .01 level.

if there were

Summary on

s Based on Race

An F test was

*Statistically significant at the 
^Statistically significant <__ —-

Analysis of Variance for Coordinated Elements 
(Groups Based on Race and Sex)
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Garbles

among groups of children from lower
socioeconomic groups in their use of garbles when

groups are based

The groups of children were compared on three

elements involving garbles: number of sentences containing

garbles, number of garbles, and number of words in garbles.

Groups Based on Race

Cattell’s Pattern Similarity Index (Figure 13)

indicated a statistically significant difference between

the two groups in their use of garbles, with the Negro

children showing a higher frequency of usage in all three

Since a child’s fluency with his languageelements.

his use of garbles decreases (Loban,usually increases as

fluent in their1963), the white children seemed to be more

measured by their lesschildren aslanguage than the Negro

on the
The Cattell Profiles

frequent use of garbles.

Groups Based on Race and Sex
of the four groups

on race and sex?

Are there statistically significant aif£erences 

or similarities
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Figure 13
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three elements involving garbles are shown in Figure 14.
Significant differences were found in three of the six
comparisons:

versus Negro boys, and white girls versus Negro girls.
No significant similarities

the remaining three comparisons.

The Negro boys had the highest

three elements and the white girls had the lowest on all

three elements.

to be most fluent in their language as measured by the use

and the Negro boys seem to be the least fluentof garbles,

of the four groups.

Summary on Garbles

When the Negro children were compared with the

white children on their use of garbles, a highly signifi

smaller number of garbles,

in their use of language.greater fluency

In the comparisons among

their use of garbles,

significantly

children on

children using a

indicating a

z score mean on all

the four groups of

This indicates that the white girls seem

or differences were found in

significant differences

white boys versus Negro boys, white girls

cant difference between the groups was found with the white
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Figure 14
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groups were found: white boys and

Negro boys, with Negro boys using more garbles; white girls
and Negro boys, with Negro boys using more garbles; and
white girls with Negro girls, with Negro girls using more
garbles•

Variations from Standard English
Are there statistically significant differences

or similarities among groups of children from lower

socioeconomic groups in their 'variations from standard

English when groups are based on race and sex?

The variations from standard English were divided

those affecting verbs, thoseinto five categories:

affecting pronouns, those affecting prepositions, those

At leastaffecting adjectives, and those affecting nouns.

found in the language samplesone nonstandard variation was
of the white girls, 100% of27%of 75% of the white boys,

The Cattellof the Negro girls.the Negro boys, and 100%
determine if signifi-

between groupscant similarities or differences

existed.categories of variations

on the five

between the following

Pattern Similarity Index was used to
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Previous studies

nonstandard variations

(Loban, 1963; Pope, 1969;
1967; and Pickens, 1969) have indi

cated that the greatest number of rule variations made by
Negro children was found in Loban found that

but that "Prob
lems with use of verbs prove to be the most frequent kind of

deviation from conventional usage in the elementary school

[1963 , p. 84] . fl separate Cattell Similarity

Index was constructed to compare the groups on the five most

frequent verb variations found in the language sample.

Five Categories of Variations

The Cattell Index showed a

their use of varia-significant difference between
Even though thetions from standard English (Figure 15) .

different, it was noted thatgroups were significantly

higher in every category

in the number of variations used.

difference inshowed the greatestThe two groups
The Negro

dealing with
of white and Negro children

Groups based on race.

races on

Therefore, a

verb usage.

the number of verb variations, Varia

neither group was consistently

Heiner, 1967; Graves,

this was true not only with Negro children
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Figure 15
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indicating that they
of verb variations.

made to determine if the difference was significant. The
presented in Table 12 and indicate

at the .01 level
between the groups in verb variations in their language.

TABLE 12

Variations

Mean SD t ratioGroup P

1.45White 0.80
.01

1.872.43Negro

Overall similaritiesand sex.Groups based on race
determined by theasand differences among the groups
in Figure 16 for theshown

Analysis of Variance for Total Verb 
(Groups Based on Race)

.05 level.

.01 level.

3.78**

*Statistically significant at the 
^Statistically significant at the

A t test was

a statistically significant difference

Cattell Similarity Index are 

five categories of nonstandard variations.

results of the t test are

children had the higher elemant point, 

used the greater number
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Figure 16
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The pattern

(at the .01 level) in

comparisons

white boys and Negro girls, and white girls with each of
the other three groups.

Figure 16 indicated

verb variations (Element A)on any of the other
categories. In order to determine if

the groups on this element were significant, t tests were

made for comparisons of each possible combination of paired

The results of the t tests for the variousgroups • group

comparisons of total verb variations are shown in Table 13.

Three of the six comparisons showed significant differences:

white boys versus Negro girls, white girls versus Negro

boys, and white girls versus Negro girls.

variations affectingT tests were not made on

pronouns,

variationswere not enough of these
feasible whenthe comparisons

using this instrument.

than on

a wider range in profile points

differences among

similarity coeffioients £rom p.gure 

indicated significant differences

four of the six

°f the population to make

on nonstandard variations:

prepositions, adjectives, or nouns because there 

found in the language
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TABLE 13

Group Mean SD t ratio P

White Boys 1.27 1.79
White Girls 0.33 0.82
Negro Boys 2.20 1.82
Negro Girls 2.73 1.87
White Boys versus White Girls 1.84 NS

White Boys versus Negro Boys 1.42 NS

White Boys versus Negro Girls 2.19* .05

White Girls versus Negro Boys 3.62** .01

4.56** .01White Girls versus Negro Girls

0.79 NSNegro Boys versus Negro Girls

f°r Total 
on Race and

Analysis of Variance 
(Groups Based Verb Variations 

Sex)

*Statistically significant at the .05 level.
^Statistically significant at the .01 level.
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variations in the Use of Verbs

Groups based A Cattell Pattern Similarity
Index was computed to compare the profiles of the two
groups verb The
similarity coefficient of

.01

level, indicated a significant difference

verb variations.on

Since the Cattell Pattern Similarity Index pooled

all five of the categories of verb variations to arrive at

the similarity coefficient,

the comparison of the two groups was made by using t tests

to compare the groups on each of the five categories

A significant difference was found between(Table 14) .

the omission oftwo of the elements:

auxiliary verbs and tense inconsistency.
The Cattell Index

on non-for each of the four groupsshowing the profiles
and the frequencyin their verb usagestandard variations

18.

between groups

the races on

on five types of

Groups based on race and sex.

0-61, significant at the

variations (Figure 17).

a more detailed analysis of

°n race.

of occurrence is shown in Figure
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Figure 17
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Figure 18
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Significant differences were found in three of the

six comparisons: white b°ys and Negro girls, white girls
and Negro boys, and white girls

and Negro girls. The two
groups that had the most unlike profiles were the white
girls and the Negro girls. The only between groups of

significantly different was
that between the white boys and the Negro boys. No sig
nificant similarities between groups were found.

differences existed among the four groups on any of the

five verb variations. A significant difference was found

to exist among groups on only one of the elements, tense

Since an F test indicates that there is atinconsistency.

least one significant difference in the comparisons but

it occurs, individualdoes not tell between which groups

The results of thet tests were made on this element.

six t tests for the group comparisons
indicated statisticallyof these comparisonsTable 16. Two

significant differences:

white girls usedThewhite girls versus Negro girls.

rP

are presented in

An I? ratio was computed (Table 15) to see if

white girls versus Negro boys and

different races that was not
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table 16

Group Mean SD t ratio P

White Boys 0.53 1.06

White Girls 0.00 0.00

Negro Boys 0.93 1.28

Negro Girls 0.80 0.94

White Boys versus White Girls 1.95 NS

White Boys versus Negro Boys 0.93 NS

White Boys versus Negro Girls 0.73 NS

2.82** .01White Girls versus Negro Boys

3.29** .01White Girls versus Negro Girls
0.33 NSNegro Boys versus Negro Girls

*Statistically significant
**Statistically significant

at the .05 level.
at the .01 level.

Analysis of Variance for Tense Inconsistency 
(Groups Based on Race and Sex)
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variations involving tense

inconsistency than each of the Negro groups.

Summary on Nonstandard .Variations
When the races were compared on variations

affecting verbs, pronouns, prepositions, adjectives, and
nouns,

The profile of neither group was consistently

higher on all elements than that of the other group, indi

cating that neither group consistently used a greater

number of variations on the elements examined. Comparisons

of the two groups on five types of verb variations produced

the .01 level.

based on race and sex were comparedWhen the groups

on variations affecting verbs, pronouns, prepositions,

white boys

versusversus Negro girls, white boys
versus Negro

four groupsof thegirls. Comparisons

ferent in four of the six profile comparisons:
white girls, white

a significant difference

was found.

(•01 level) between groups

girls versus Negro boys, and white g

on five types of

were significantly dif-

a negative similarity coefficient which was significant at

significantly fewer verb

adjectives, and nouns, patterns
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verb variations showed significant differences in three
of the comparisons: white boys

versus Negro
girls.

Chapter Summary

Cattell Similarity Indexes

When nine comparisons of

groups based on race were made, a significant similarity

was found in one of the comparisons: use of subordinate

Statistically significant differences were indiciauses .

cated in five comparisons: main verbs, adverbials, garbles,

nonstandard variations (all variations), and nonstandard

Comparisons between the races on syntacticverb variations.

maturity, T-unit patterns and nominal structures were not

of the similarityA summarystatistically significant.

levels for the indexescoefficients and the probability

is presented inmade between groups

Table 17.
Nine sets of Cattelland sex.Groups based on race

constructed

when comparisons were

Similarity Indexes were

versus Negro girls, white 

and white girls

to determine

girls versus Negro boys,

Groups based on race.
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TABLE 17

and Differences

Categories

Syntactic Maturity1. -0.28

T-unit Patterns2. + 0.20

Complexity within T-units3.
Subordinate ClausesA. +0.56*
Nonclausal StructuresB.
1) Nominal Structures -0.04
2) Main Verbs -0.34*

-0.60**Adverbials3)

-0.80**4. Garbles

Morphological Rule Variations5.
-0.65**All VariationsA.
-0.61**Verb VariationsB.

Statistically-;

*Statistically significant
**Statistically significant

at .05 level.
at .01 level.

Similarity
Coefficient

Summary of Cattell f 
(Groups Based

Similarities
__ I on Race)

Note.—Statistically Different: 
Similar: +.
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syntax and usage among the

four groups when the children were divided

similarities
and/or differences were found. in each of these nine
indexes. and differences
among the four groups is presented in Table 18.

Six comparisons between groups based on race and

in fifty-four comparisons of paired groups. Twenty-one of

these comparisons showed statistically significant differ-

between the groups being compared and seven compari-ences

resulted in statistically significant similarities.sons

remaining twenty-six comparisons indicated varyingThe

but did not result indegrees of similarity or■difference

significant coefficients.

Analysis of Variance
of the t ratiosA summaryGroups based on race.

thirteen
when the two groups

Four of thesein Table 19.selected variables is presented
Three ofbetween groups.

sex were made on each of the nine Cattell Indexes resulting

A summary of the similarities

similarities or differences in

of race and sex.

comparisons indicated difference

of children were compared on

on the basis

Statistically significant
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TABLE 19

Categories
t ratio

1.

A.
0.87

B.
0.19

C. 0.84
D. 2.59*

Adjective Clauses2. 0.73

Number of Nonclause Modifiers3. 0.07

Coordinated Elements4. 1.21

3.78**All Verb Variations5.

6. Verb Variations
0.61A.

1.97B.

2.24*C.
1.62D.
2.42*InconsistencyE.

♦Statistically
**Statistically

.05 level.

.01 level.

Syntactic Maturity
Mean T-unit Length
Mean Clause Length
Ratio of Clauses to T-units
T-units over Nine Words

Subject-Verb Agreement 
(excluding verb to be)
Subject-Verb Agreement 
(when using verb to be)
Omission of Auxiliary Verbs
Nonstandard Use of Verb Forms

of Verb Tense

Analysis of T'  
(Groups Based

significant at 
significant at

Variance Summary 
_I on Race)
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occurred when the groups were compared

nonstandard verbon

the frequency of T-units over nine words in length.
Groups based on race and sex.

results from the analysis of variance tests comparing the

four groups on thirteen variables is presented in Table 20.

It may be noted that significant differences were found in
only ten comparisons out of a total of seventy-eight. Five

of these differences occurred between groups on measures of

syntactic maturity and the other five occurred between

groups when they were compared on nonstandard verb

variations.

General Summary

based on race were compared throughWhen the groups

Similarity Index, signifi-the use of the Cattell Pattern

half of thefound in slightly overcant differences were
redivided accord-wereWhen these two groupscomparisons.
children showed

in slightlysignificant differences
similaritiesof significant

Cattell Indexes. The percentage

one was on

over one-third of the

variations and the fourth

A summary of the

ing to race and sex, the four groups

these differences
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was much smaller than the

ferences.
differences

mately the same elements when the two races were compared
groups based on race and

Significant differencespared. were found among the groups
maturity and on nonstandard verb

variations.

This chapter has presented the questions relative

to the problem of the study, the data, and the results of

the statistical treatment and analysis of the data.

Chapter V will present a general summary, major

on measures of syntactic

as when the four
sex were com-

percentage of

The t ratios indicated

findings, conclusions, and recommendations.

on approxi-

significant dif-



chapter v

Conclusions,

and Recommendations

Summary of the Study

The investigation compared thirty Southern white

children from low socioeconomic levels with thirty Southern

Negro children from low socioeconomic

tactic development and language usage. More specifically,

the problem was to determine if there were statistically

significant differences

these children on thirty-five selected elements related to

Comparisons weresyntactic maturity and language usage.

divided intomade between groups of children when they were

and comparisons were made among

children each.of fifteenthe resulting four groups

these children werefrom whichThe population
third grade childrenof allrandomly selected consisted

181

Summary, Findings,

levels on their syn-

two groups based on race.

or similarities between groups of

The two racial groups were then

subdivided according to sex
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who were enrolled in

and who participated in the schools'
free lunch program during the 1970-1971 This
included a total of 302 children from

In theschools. randomly selected

statistically significant (.05

among the groups in mean age or IQ scores.

Each subject selected for the study was interviewed

individually and his oral language responses were tape

The first ten complete T-units from each interrecorded .

providing a total of 300 T-units fromview were transcribed,

the white children and 300 T-units from the Negro children.

The 600 T-units were analyzed according to the thirty-five

selected elements related to syntactic maturity and language

Similarity Index and Analysis ofCattell’s Patternusage.
statistical analysis of theVariance tests were used for the

data.

and ConclusionsFindings

of thisThe major findings
showing signifi-thosecategories:

onbetween groupsand differencescant similarities

ten elementary

school year.

level) differences were found

sample of children, no

racially integrated Tuscaloosa,

Alabama, public schools

generally into two main

investigation fell
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development and those showing
differences between groups on
usage.

1. No significant .similarity or difference between

the Negro and white groups in their profile

patterns on four elements of syntactic maturity

(Mean T unit length, Mean clause length. Ratio

of Clauses to T-units, and Mean Number of

T-units over nine words in length) were found.

This finding is consistent with those of

Anastasi and D’Angelo (1952), Graves (1967),

(1969) who compared the oral languageand Pope
children and found no sig-of Negro and white

nificant difference

T-unit length.Mean

on onebetween the racesdifferencesignificant
of T-units over

Nine Words
Furthermaturity.showing greater

and sexbasedgroups

of the elements,
in Length, with the Negro group 

analysis of

significant similarities and

elements related to language

elements related to syntactic

T tests, however, showed a statistically

on race

between the two races on

Mean Number

indicated that
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the

Negro

The Negro girls

number of T-units over nine words in length

than any of the other three groups based on
race and The white girls andsex. Negro boys

significantly similarwere on this element.
2. When the races were compared on T-unit patterns,

no significant similarities or differences were

found.

parisons except those involving Negro girls

The Negro girls were neithershowed similarity.

similar to nor different from anysignificantly

of the other groups.

The Negro3.
of Subordi-their profile patternssimilar in

of this ele-Further analysisnate Clauses.
and sex,based on racement, for groups

in all compari-

Whitewhite girls.those

similarity

had a

superiority Of the

But, when groups based on race and sex

attributable to the Negro girls.

were compared on this measure, all group com-

group on this one

significantly larger mean

sons except

and white groups were significantly

element was

showed significant
involving
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neither significantiy

different from any of the other
4.

or

the profiles of the races
was shown in their use of nominal structures.
Further analysis of this

cant differences in three of the comparisons:

white boys and Negro girls, white girls and

Negro boys, and Negro boys and Negro girls.

A statistically significant difference between5.

the races was found in their use of main verbs.

showed the white girls to be significantlysex

different from each of the Negro groups.
different in theirThe races were significantly6.

of adverbials.use
from each of the Negronificantly different

the white boys

Negro girls.from thedifferent

sj^nificant difference
similarity between

similar to nor

three groups.

Further analysis with groups based on race and

groups and

element, for groups

were significantly

girls were

The white girls were sig

based on race and sex, however, showed signifi-

No statistica11
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7. No significant- -^ifferences were found to exist

between the-- races in their use of coordinated
elements. This finding was further substan
tiated by comparisons of
and sex. No significant differences were found
among the four groups.

8. The races

frequency of their use of garbles. This com

parison showed a greater separation between

races than any other comparison in the study.

and sex showed the white girls to be signifi

cantly different from each of the Negro groups.

also significantly dif-The white boys were

from the Negro boys.ferent

9.

frequency
though the groupsEvenEnglish.

of five cate-the frequencycantly

gories

The rapes were significantly different in the

of nonstandard variations, neither group

Further analysis of groups based on race

were signifi-

groups based on race

oftheir variations from standard

different on

were significantly different in the
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was consistently higher in

every category in
the number of

Further analysis of

and sex showed the white girls to be signifi

cantly different from all three of the other
groups.

10. There was

races in their frequency of variation from

The races were

significantly different in the five most fre

quent types of variation from standard in verb

The z score means for the Negrousage.

children were higher in each of the five cate-

those of the white children.gories than
further substantiated byThis finding was

the
for the twoscore meansThe z

higher in four of
of Negrogroups

verb variations thanofthe five
The white girlswhite subjects.of thethose

differentsignificantlywere

categories

analyses of profiles for groups based on

standard English in verb usage.

from each of the

race and sex.

subjects were

a significant difference between the

groups based on race

variations that was used.
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Negro groups in total verb

standard

of verb variations and in tense

were signifi-

in total
verb

types of verb variations from standard.
This finding is consistent with findings by

Loban (1966)z Graves (1967)z Pope (1969)z and

many other researchers who have found signifi

cant differences between white and Negro

children in their use of verb forms.

No consistent pattern of similarity or differ-11.

between the races was found to exist. Inence

some of the comparisons the Negro children had

significantly higher means, while in other com

children had higher means.the whiteparisons
showed that neither race wasThe t ratios also

to the other.consistently superior

related than sex toseemed to be more12. Race
When the twoin oral language.differences

from the Negro girls 

variations and in

most common types 
from standard,

inconsistency.

variations from
English, in the five

the five most common

The white boys
cantly different
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sexes within

In the nine
the white boys

only one significant differ-
significant similarity were found

in the Cattell Indexes. This same number of
significant coefficients was found in the com
parisons of the two Negro groups.

When groups of different races were com

pared, more significant differences and simi

larities were found. The two groups which

showed the largest number of significant simi-

and no significant differences, werelarities,

The two groups whichthe two groups of boys.

number of significant dif-showed the largest
similarities, were

of girls.the two groups
compared, five oftwo races wereWhen the

showed significantCattell Indexesthe nine
significantshowed aand onedifferences

the two groups.between

comparisons between 

and white girls

ferences, and no significant

cant differences Qr

ence and one

a race were compared, few signifi- 

similarities were found.
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study indicate several
significant differences significant similarities
between groups of Southern children from low socioeconomic
levels on sets of syntactic elements and variations in
language usage. appear to have implications
for both teacher education programs and classroom teachers.

differences between nonstandard dialects and standard

English must serve as a basis for the most effective teach-

This study has identi-ing of standard English [p. 184]."

Teacher education programsfied some of these differences.

time to instructing futureneed to devote more class
in the dialects ofteachers of these and other differences

for them to do theteach in orderchildren whom they may

help future teacherscaneducation programsTeacher

them, and how to

Implications for Teacher 
Education Programs

syntactic

most effective teaching possible.

children's speech,

Beconunendationg

The findings of this

Wolfram (1970) said, "an understanding of systematic

learn how

and some

characteristics in

These findings

learn to recognize important

to analyze
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design language programs

oral language. Loban (1963) said, "Competence in the
spoken language appears to

necessary base for com
petence in writing and reading (P- 8 8]. 1 Loban suggested

usually be through models,
meaning, and inductive reasoning toward generalizations
rather than through the application of rules.

Even though some differences were found to exist

Negro children in this study, teacher education programs

should continue to stress the importance of dealing with

each pupil as an individual who has his own particular

Future teachers should be made awarelanguage problems.

they should not assume that a pupil hasof the fact that
because he is a member ofcertain language problems just

was con-In this study, no groupa particular race.
the syntactic

sistently superior to any
deal of overlappinggreatand there was aelements analyzed

of subjects.different groupsof theon the raw scores

be a

other group on

that the best approach would

between the speech of the white children and that of the

tO helP the 1,^0^ his



192implications for Classroom Teachers
Differing from earlier reports on children’s

language, but more
tigation did not find

maturity. This finding implies
that teachers who have expected more language maturity from
girls than from boys at the same grade level need to
reexamine their expectations.

The major difference between races in oral language

which might adversely affect the Negro children was in

their use of nonstandard verb forms. Since this difference

has been identified in this and many other studies, it is

suggested that teachers develop specific programs of lan

instruction which deal directly with such problems.guage
of differencesOften Negro children are unaware

white dialect of theirbetween their dialect and the

of these differ-
This study hasregion.

helpful to teachers asknowledge
andthey plan language programs

of his languageawarebecomethe nonstandard speaker
also helpthem.correctproblems and begin to

confirming

superiority of girls
over boys in their language

of which can be
activities designed to help

ences, a

Teachers can

identified some

a linguistic
recent research, this inves-
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plan in-service studies of

characteristics
aware of the

Problems
children may have.

The most important

that the classroom teacher in
class

rooms of children from lower socioeconomic neighborhoods
should develop language programs based on individual rather

than on racial differences.

pronounced racial differences in the areas of garbles and

language usage between groups of children in this study,

consistently superior. This suggests that children of

both races need language programs designed for their own

individual needs that will help them improve and grow in

their language development.

Recommendations for Further Research

of the oralinvestigation
The findingssmall population.relatively

further researchseem to justifyof the investigation

language

in the measures of syntactic maturity, neither race was

language of a

implication from this

language and its

Even though there were

This study was an

in order to become more

study is
racially integrated
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groups of children.

are made:
1. A similar study should investigate

syntactic differences and similarities between

groups of children from other

2. Since the children in this study were attending
schools which have only recently been inte

grated and were, in most cases, predominantly

another area where there would be a more equal

racial balance.

A follow-up study of the same students to3.

determine if the language similarities and

described in this study continuedifferences
students reach higher gradeto exist when the

would be helpful.levels

Similar studies at4.
studies have

often tend to growthat differencesindicated
maturethe childrensmaller as

education.

of one race,

ethnic groups.

and acquire more

dealing with the language of

a similar study should be done in

be made to

different grade levels are

recommended, since some previous

various
The following recommendations



1955. A longitudinal study which would compare groups
differences

different grade levels should be made. Pre
school children

through the

in their

and to study similarities

and differences.

6. A similar study should be made to investigate

syntactic differences and similarities between

Negro and white children from other socioeco

nomic levels.

A similar study using different criteria (such7.

as IQ levels, number of siblings, number of

adults in the home, level of parent education,

etc.) for selection ofparent occupations,

should be made.groups
study of possible changesAn experimental8.

effort to improve syntaxconcentratedduring a
be undertaken.shouldof the subjects

on thecomparing groups
should be madeA study9 .

should be followed 

elementary grades to determine changes 

syntactic development

and similarities at
on syntactic
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nonvariant syntactic structures as well as

variant structures.

A study which investigates10. the syntactic

similarities and differences between such

groups in their written language should be

made.

Further research should be made of the language11.

characteristics of different ability or

achievement groups within the same grade level.



APPENDIX

TABLES CONTAINING DATA FROM WHICH FIGURES

WERE CONSTRUCTED
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TABLE 21

Data from which
Constructed

Measures
Group

Figure 1:

White Negro
Mean T-unit Length -0.28 0.28
Mean Clause Length 0.135 -0.135
Ratio of Clauses to T-units 0.41 -0.41

-1.65 1.65

Figure 2:

2.05-1.63-0.980.56Mean T-unit Length
0.57-0.76-0.380.57
0.58-1.16-0.581.16

2.78-0.38-1.51-0.88

Mean Clause Length
Ratio of Clauses to T-units
Mean Number of T-units over 
Nine Words in Length

Measures of 
(Groups Based

White 
Boys

White
Girls

Negro 
Boys

Negro
Girls

Figures 
(z, score

Measures of Syntactic Maturity 
(Groups Based on Race and Sex)

Syntactic Maturity 
on Race)

Mean Number of T-units over 
Nine Words in Length

1 and 2 Were 
J Means)
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TABLE 22

Data from which
Constructed

T-unit Patterns
Group

White Negro
Subject-Verb 0.21 -0.21

-0.16 0.16
Subject-Verb-Object -0.18 0.18

-1.01 1.01

Figure 4:

-0.22-0.07-0.220.51Subject-Verb

0.33-0.110.11-0.33
0.000.250.00-0.25

1.58-0.14-0.14-1.29

Subject-Linking Verb-
Linking Verb Complement

Subject-Linking Verb-
Linking Verb Complement

Subject-Verb-Indirect Object-
Direct Object

Figure 3:
(Groups Based

T unit Patterns
--- 1 on Race)

White 
Boys

White
Girls

Negro 
Boys

Negro
Girls

Subject-Verb-Object
Subject-Verb-Indirect Object-

Direct Object

Figures r
(z^ score

T-unit Patterns
(Groups Based on Race and Sex)

3 and 4 Were 
Means)
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TABLE 23

Data from which
Constructed

Subordinate Clauses
Group

White Negro
Noun Clauses -0.52 0.52
Adjective Clauses 0.24 -0.24
Adverbial Clauses -0.06 0.06

Figure 6:

0.37-1.550.81Noun Clauses
0.00-0.650.650.00Adjective Clauses
0.30-0.22-0.04-0.04Adverbial Clauses

White
Boys

White
Girls

Negro
Girls

Negro
Boys
0.37

Figures r
(z. score

Subordinate Clauses 
_ I on Race)

Figure 5: ,r 
(Groups Based

Subordinate Clauses
(Groups Based on Race and Sex)

5 and 6 Were
- Means)
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TABLE 24

Data from which
Constructed

Nominal Structures
Group

White Negro
Nouns with no modifier 0.93 -0.93
Nouns with one modifier -0.50 0.50
Nouns with two or more modifiers 0.41 -0.41

Figure 8:

-2.87 1.480.211.19Nouns with no modifier
1.31-0.60-0.40-0.30Nouns with one modifier

0.14-0.72-0.140.72

Figure 7: r 
(Groups Based

White
Boys

White
Girls

Negro 
Boys

Negro
Girls

Nominal Structures 
-1 on Race)

Figures ~
(z, score

Nouns with two or more 
modifiers

Nominal Structures 
(Groups Based on Race and Sex)

"7 and 8 Were 
J Means)
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TABLE 25

9 and 10 Were Constructed

Main Verbs Group

White Negro

-1.05 1.05

1.02-1.02

-0.480.48Linking Verbs

1.43-2.140.61Transitive Verbs 0.411.01-0.34-1.09Intransitive Verbs 0.47-1.150.470.20Linking Verbs

Transitive Verbs
Intransitive Verbs

White 
Boys

White
Girls

Negro
Girls

Data from which Figures r
(z score Means)

Figure 10: 
(Groups Based

Negro
Boys
0.09

Main Verbs 
on Race and Sex)

Figure 9: Main Verbs 
(Groups Based on Race)
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TABLE 26

Data from which
Were Constructed

Adverbials
Group

White Negro
Adverbials of Place 0.12 -0.12
Adverbials of Time 2.04 -2.04
Adverbials of Manner 0.76 -0.76

0.64-0.82-0.04 0.21Adverbials of Place
-2.27-0.621.03 1.85Adverbials of Time
0.13-1.211.21-0.13Adverbials of Manner

Adverbials 
J on Race)

and 12 
Means)

White 
Boys

White
Girls

Negro 
Boys

Negro
Girls

Figure 11: 
(Groups Based

Figures n
(z, score

Figure 12: Adverbials 
(Groups Based on Race and Sex)
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TABLE 27

Data from which
Constructed

Garbles
Group

White Negro

-2.03 2.03
Number of Garbles -1.94 1.94
Number of Words in Garbles -1.70 1.70

Figure 14:

0.782.08-2.08-0.78
0.712.01-1.65-1.08Number of Garbles
0.561.84-1.97-0.43Number of Words in Garbles

Figure 13: 
(Groups Based Garbles 

on Race)

White 
Boys

White
Girls

Negro 
Boys

Negro
Girls

Number of Sentences
Containing Garbles

and 14 Were 
Means)

Figures 13
(z. score

Number of Sentences
Containing Garbles

Garbles
(Groups Based on Race and Sex)
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TABLE 28

Data from which
15 and Constructed

Variations
Group

Figure 15:

White
Variations -2.76
Variations 0.73 -0.73

-1.02 1.02
0.76 -0.76

-0.74 0.74

Figure 16:

1.34 2.61-3.08Variations affecting Verbs
0.00-1.062.12-1.06Variations affecting Pronouns

affecting 0.710.71-0.71-0.71

-0.56-0.56-1.112.22
-0.261.32-1.320.26

Variations affecting Adjectives

Variations affecting Nouns

White
Girls

Negro 
Boys

Negro
Girls

Variations 
(Groups Based

Figures -
(z_ score 16 Were 

Means)

White
Boys
-0.87

Negro
2.76

Variations from Standard English 
(Groups Based on Race and Sex)

Variations
Prepositions

Variations
Prepositions

Variations affecting
Adjectives

Variations affecting Nouns

affecting Verbs 

affecting Pronouns 

affecting

from Standard English 
on Race)
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TABLE 29

Data from which
Constructed

Verb Variations
Group

White Negro

-0.43 0.43

Figure 18:

0.91-0.30-0.30-0.30

0.951.49-2.30-0.14

Figure 17; - ■ 
(Groups Based

18 Were 
Means)

White
Boys

-0.66
-0.70
-0.37

-1.39
-1.59
-1.15
-1.71

White
Girls

-1.31
-1.51
-1.27

Negro 
Boys

1.39
1.59
1.15
1.71

Negro
Girls

1.97
0.91
2.01

0.00
1.31

-0.37

Lack of Subject-Verb Agreement 
(excluding the verb to be)

Lack of Subject-Verb Agreement 
(when using the verb to be)

Omission of Auxiliary Verbs 
Nonstandard Use of Verb Forms 
Inconsistency in the Use of Tense

Lack of Subject-Verb Agreement 
(excluding the verb to be)

Lack of Subject-Verb Agreement 
(when using the verb to be)

Omission of Auxiliary Verbs 
Nonstandard Use of Verb Forms 
Inconsistency in the Use 

of Tense

Verb Variations 
-- 1 on Race)

Verb Variations
(Groups Based on Race and Sex)

Figures 17 and 
(z, score
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